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ABSTRACT
A power system stabilizer is a control device which is added to an
electrical generator to damp low frequency oscillations that may occur in
electrical power networks. Since a power network is in a continuous state of
change, it is difficult to design a stabilizer flexible enough for optimum
operation. Flexibility and adaptability can be obtained with a digital power
system stabilizer; however, present digital stabilizers are expensive and use
outdated technology.
This thesis describes the software development for a digital computer
system for the purpose of providing stabilizing signals to electrical generators.
The computer system includes two independent microcomputers designed to
act together as a supervisor and a stabilizer. The function of the supervisor
is to provide an effective communications interface between the stabilizer and
the operator. The interface is realized through serial communications, or for
maximum data transfer, through a parallel connection. The serial
communications will allow remote access to the stabilizer functions. Also
demonstrated is the conversion of continuous stabilizer transfer function
terms to their discrete versions. The discrete design of a digital notch filter
is described briefly.
It is shown that the responses of the discrete transfer function terms
are similar to their analog counterparts. Slight inaccuracy due to number
truncation during the transfer function calculations is illustrated. The
execution time of each stabilizer term, along with the software overhead
involved is given. The resultant digital stabilizer with features such as
online tuning, data acquisition, and self checking is shown to perform as
designed.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Scope of Thesis
The goal of this project was to design and build a microprocessor based
controller suitable for use in providing stabilizing action to turbine generator sets used in the generation of electricity for the Saskatchewan
Power Corporation.

This controller is typically called a power system

stabilizer.
A power system stabilizer on an electric generator is a device which
provides an input to the exciter in addition to the voltage signal for the
purpose of damping power oscillations at the generator terminals. These
oscillations are caused by the periodic interchange of kinetic energy between
machines in the network. Damped oscillations of this type are normal
occurrences in the operation of the system; but when these oscillations are
undamped the operation of the electrical network is unsatisfactory.
Therefore, reduction of the oscillations must be considered.
There are a number of factors to be investigated when deciding to add
power system stabilizers (PSS) to an electrical power network. These include
determining optimum locations for stabilizers, the nature of the stabilizer
control function, and the physical realization of the stabilizer itself. The

-2realization of the stabilizer has received limited attention to date, sufficient
only to satisfy basic damping problems of the simplest nature.

There is

considerable scope for development of more sophisticated stabilizing devices.
This thesis considers the development of a proposed solution to the
power oscillation problem in the form of a digital power system stabilizer.
The requirements for this device as provided by the Saskatchewan Power
Corporation are given in Section 3.5.

After an initial design, it was decided

that available hardware could be used as the basis of the stabilizer. The
remaining work involved designing and writing software which would
correctly implement the stabilizer function.

Two problems in that area

examined in this thesis are controller delay and numerical accuracy.

Also

challenging is the software operating system developed for the stabilizer,
which allows priority control algorithm execution in addition to the operation
of a background task.

The background task coordinates functions such as

communications, supervisory control, online tuning, and data acquisition.
The problems encountered with a dual processor system are also examined.
This project was initiated to produce a digital controller capable of
performing stabilizing functions cheaper and more efficiently than previous
designs.

This can be accomplished almost solely in terms of the increase in

performance and decrease in cost of computing hardware.

In 1977 [11, a

digital stabilizer was constructed based upon an LSI-11/2 microcomputer
with 16 channels of 12 bit analog to digital conversion, and 4 channels of 8
bit digital to analog conversion, at a cost of about $7000.
capability can be constructed for well under $3000.

Today, the same

The costs involved for a

complete commercial analog stabilizer package, including input and output

-3modules, ready to connect to a generator is approximately $20,000.

A

modern commercial digital power system stabilizer system starts from about
$30,0001 .

1.2. Digital Control
Digital computers have been applied more and more by power utilities
as monitoring devices which can record and store system data for later
analysis.

Collection and analysis of this vast amount of data was not

possible until recently when the decreased cost and increased performance of
computer systems have made it favourable to do so.
Digital computers have not been used extensively by power utilities as
controllers due to their short proving period (as compared to analog
controllers) and possibly because of their high cost and the amount of
training required to use them. Direct digital control has proven effective
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]2 , but the time and expense required to simply duplicate
the functions of an existing analog controller have not been justifiable [6].
Therefore, direct digital control must have additional advantages if it is to
overcome its inherent disadvantages.

'Source: Saskatchewan Power Corporation
2[1 refers to an entry in the References section
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1.3. Disadvantages of Computer Control
In addition to the usual problems of analog controllers (noise,
transducer inaccuracy, inadequate control function), digital controllers
introduce their own unique problems.

These include the high cost of

equipment, lack of software standards, premature hardware design, and the
unfamiliarity with the field of digital control by utility personnel [5].
The cost of equipment can be substantial in some cases, due to the
specially designed hardware required to perform the necessary control
functions rapidly and accurately.

Direct replacement of an analog controller

with its digital version will almost never result in either substantial cost
savings or significantly improved performance [7].

Also, there is no standard

language for control software development. Traditional high level languages
(BASIC, FORTRAN, C, Pascal) are not normally used due to their slow
execution speed and inefficient code size. Assembly language is used most
often but it is processor dependent and is difficult to debug.
Computer technology changes very rapidly and as a result, products are
designed and constructed with a minimum turn-around time.

The harried

pace set by the computer industry does not promote thorough testing and
documentation of a design.

Since these designs are usually quite

complicated, the probability that a problem will occur is relatively high.
The problem may arise from a hardware fault, a software bug, or a human
misunderstanding due to the lack of adequate documentation.
The training of management on the relative advantages and
disadvantages of digital control is difficult because of the rapid changes in
the technology.

Similarly, operators may be reluctant to accept a new type
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of controller if they are familiar and comfortable with the conventional
analog controllers.

1.4. Advantages of Computer Control
Due to the abundance of high performance, low cost microprocessors
and peripherals, the initial cost of a digital controller can be reduced
significantly from that of even five years ago.

With this performance,

combined with efficient software compilers, high level languages can be used
to create the control programs.

The use of high level languages as compared

to assembly languages should reduce the number of software errors in
addition to improving documentation and ease of application.

There are

several distinct advantages to computer control including flexibility, good
noise immunity, higher reliability, and the ability to integrate easily with
data aquisition and supervisory control functions.
The data used as an input to the controller can be archived for later
examination.
controller.

System data can be collected with little overhead to the

These data will aid in the understanding of the dynamics of the

power network.
One controller can perform many tasks and each can be coordinated
with the other for a more intelligent control scheme. Also, multiple
controllers can be connected to a supervisory computer which coordinates the
interchange of information in the plant.

Digital controllers can produce a

revolution in terms of integrating power plant control functions due to the
availability of low cost processing power in small packages.
A digital controller is flexible since its control function is implemented

-6in software which can be modified.

The controller can be tuned easily while

online and operating by altering algorithm coefficients stored in memory.
Digital controllers are drift and relatively noise free.

A digital

controller provides excellent repeatability (produce the identical output for
the same input data). Once the input data reaches the controller and is
converted to digital form, it is virtually impervious to noise.
A digital controller can implement self checking and diagnostics as a
regular part of its function. If an error is detected during stabilizer
operation, it can remove itself from the system.

This feature gives the

stabilizer a soft failure mode as opposed to providing inaccurate outputs
when a failure occurs.
The above advantages indicate that digital control should be seriously
considered as an alternative to analog control.

To aid in the acceptance of

digital control, the controllers must be designed properly to implement the
advantages that they claim. All too often, the software stops at the control
algorithm and is not extended to allow uncomplicated tuning or supervisory
control.

This results in merely a digital version of an analog controller and

does not take advantage of any of the extra features a digital controller can
provide.

1.5. Organization of Thesis
In the field of power system stabilizers, there are three main areas of
concern: the location of a stabilizer, the duties of a stabilizer, and the
implementation of a stabilizer.

Work has been completed by others which

determines the optimum locations of stabilizers for various modes of

-7oscillation in the Saskatchewan Power Corporations electrical network [8].
Work has also been done to determine the various control algorithms that
can be used as stabilizing functions [9].
The next area of concern is dedicated to determining how a stabilizer
should be implemented so that it can perform the control algorithm
developed previously.

Efforts in this area have produced a number of

solutions; most of these are expensive or not adequate to perform the tasks
required of a modern control device.

This is the area addressed by this

project and reported in this thesis.
Chapter 2 begins with a brief introduction to generation control,
beginning with the concept of an isolated generator and load. It explains
how the frequency of a power system is maintained at the correct operating
point in spite of varying electrical loads; also, the consequences of not
maintaining proper control are shown.
power system stability.
stability are listed.

This leads to an explanation of

Once stability is defined, factors which influence

Next, the addition of voltage regulators to electrical

generators is discussed, along with the advantages and disadvantages of using
the regulators. The reduction of the natural generator damping caused by
the use of high gain automatic voltage regulators is the main factor
contributing to the interest in power system stabilizers.
Chapter 3 introduces the power system stabilizer in more detail
including discussions of stabilizer locations in a power network, the stabilizing
action required for adequate damping, and stabilizer implementation.

An

overview of previous work performed to determine optimum stabilizer
locations and control functions is presented.

The use of various inputs is

-8also discussed along with the advantages and disadvantages of each. A brief
history of power system stabilizers, from their beginning as analog controllers
to newer digital versions, is then given.

The last section details the

specifications for a power system stabilizer as put forth by the Saskatchewan
Power Corporation.
Before design of the controller can be initiated, an introduction to
digital control is presented.

Chapter 4 describes two methods which can be

used to design a discrete control function.

One method is to convert a

proven analog design into a discrete form.

This is used to develop the

discrete terms for the stabilizer washout, lead/lag, and PID terms.

Another

method is to directly calculate the discrete transfer function from a set of
design specifications.

A notch filter is designed using this method.

Also

discussed in this chpter are the effects of sample rate and word size on the
implementation of the control function.

The chapter concludes with a review

of various 16 bit microprocessors and their respective multiply times.
Chapter 5 introduces the power system stabilizer hardware. The
hardware consists of two independent processing units which are termed the
supervisor and the controller.

The structure of the supervisor is briefly

outlined. This is followed by a discription of the controller hardware. The
interface between the two devices can either be by serial communication or
through bus signals. The last section describes a simple circuit which can
be used to perform a hardware output enable function.
Chapter 6 outlines the software that was developed by the author for
both the supervisor and the controller.

The supervisor software includes a

test mode where diagnostics or development can be done, and an operate

-9mode which can be used to monitor the controller.

The controller software

includes a serial driven or front panel driven command interpreter which
allows controller modification and provides a feedback of controller status.
This software is divided into background or asynchronous tasks, and the
synchronous control function execution.
Chapter 7 contains an evaluation of the stabilizer in terms of how well
the discrete control functions compare to the analog functions.

This is a

simulated response test to verify that the discrete controller functions are
adequate substitutes for the analog functions.

A timing test is also

performed to determine the controller delay or execution time.

The

controller delay is the time from when the input signal arrives until a
control value has been output.

This delay ideally should be zero.

The

execution times of each controller term, and the execution overhead are given
separately. These times allow a combined delay time to be predicted for a
variety of controller term combinations.
Finally, in chapter 8, the developments of the project are summarized.
Also included is a list of recommendations for future research, including
further development of the stabilizer, and enhancement of its functions. This
includes developing more support software for stabilizer design and tuning, as
well as investigating the application of centralized control of power system
stabilizers.
Appendix A details the steps required to transform a continuous control
function to its discrete counterpart.

Calculations are provided which produce

coefficients of a general second order discrete transfer function, which can
then be directly implemented in software.

Appendix B shows the hardware

-10interface of the supervisor and the controller in terms of memory and I/O
maps for each.

These maps are of great importance when designing software

to run on. both systems.

Appendix C discusses the aspect of developing

software for the controller.

A comparison of 8086 assembly language and

high level languages is undertaken.

This is followed by a description of the

method used to alter the output of a C compiler to produce code for a
generic 8086 based system. The C compiler originally produced code for
execution under a specific operating system.

A proposed design for the

output enable circuit is given in Appendix D. Appendix E contains the
description and listings of the stabilizer software developed by the author.
Appendix F provides the calculations of the software execution times.
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Chapter 2
POWER SYSTEM STABILITY
This chapter deals with the concept of power system stability, including
a background of generation control, the definition of stability, the factors
influencing stability, and various methods of improving stability.
2.1. Generation Control
Each change in electrical load demand in an electric power system must
be countered with a corresponding change in generation to maintain a proper
power balance in the network.
is not maintained.

Frequency changes result when this balance

An electric power utility is required to supply electricity

to its customers at a specified frequency, since damage may be done to
certain loads and turbo-generators by operating them outside of their
specified frequency ranges.
To understand the dynamics of a power network, the operation of a
single isolated generator and electric load will be described first.

For a

single machine system, the speed at which the rotor of an alternating current
generator turns determines the frequency of the alternating voltage at the
terminals of the generator. The rotor speed is maintained by the prime
mover, the device which supplies the mechanical torque to the generator
shaft.

To maintain a constant frequency, the prime mover must provide a
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constant shaft speed to the generator.

Since the electrical load on the

generator varies, the power output of the prime mover must also change to
maintain a constant shaft speed.
The fundamental relationship between mechanical and electrical power,
and speed of a generating unit is shown in Figure 2-1.

M is the polar

moment of inertia of the generator, and s is the Laplace transform operator.

1

(A)

V

Figure 2-1:

Relationship between power and speed

From this block diagram, equation 2.1 can be written.
Pa

Pm

Pe

(2.1)

This equation indicates that as long as the mechanical input power,
P., is equal to the electric power out, Pe, no accelerating power, Pa, exists.
The presence of accelerating power for a short period of time will cause the
generator frequency to move away from the system frequency.

-13An automatic feedback control loop used to maintain a fixed frequency
is implemented with a governor.

The governor is a mechanical device that

compares the measured shaft speed to a set point, and according to the
speed error, varies the power output of the prime mover.

The governor -

prime mover control loop will maintain the power balance in an electrical
network as long as the load changes gradually.

This is due to the relatively

slow response time of this control loop, which is in the order of 5 seconds
This slow response is primarily due to the large inertia developed by

[10].

the rotating masses of the prime mover and generator rotors, which resist a
change in speed.
The electrical power required by the generator can change suddenly, as
a result of a large load change or system disturbance.

If the mechanical

power supplied by the prime mover cannot change quickly enough, an
accelerating power develops. The accelerating power, if applied long enough,
will cause the generator to lose synchronism with the remainder of the
system.

The time from when a disturbance occurs to the loss of stability is

typically under 1 second [10]; therefore, when analyzing transient stability,
the mechanical output power of the prime mover is assumed constant.
For the case of a power network with multiple generators the
fundamental system frequency, or synchronous frequency, is determined by
the combined output of all generators.

The governor on each generator will

then determine the amount of power supplied by that unit.

Significant

problems can arise when power oscillations between generators occur in a
multimachine system.
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2.2. Stability
Stevenson [101 defines stability as "that property of a system which
enables the synchronous machines of the system to respond to a disturbance
from a normal operating condition so as to return to a condition where their
operation is again normal".

In other words, stability is a measure of how

well each element of a power network maintains synchronism with the rest of
the network in response to system transients.
Power system stability can be divided into two components; steady
state and transient stability. Steady state, sometimes referred to as dynamic
stability, is defined as that which operates at or near the steady state
condition, while transient refers to a sudden large excursion from the steady
state operating point.

Transient stability studies make up most of the work

done on power system stability due to its obvious ill effect on the system.
Steady state stability is important since any instability at or around a
normal operating condition could grow, under the right conditions, into a
larger transient stability problem. The main focus of steady state stability is
ensuring that small oscillations in the electrical network are positively
damped.

If the oscillations are undamped, they may increase in magnitude

to a point where a large risk of losing synchronism develops.

Even if the

oscillations do not result in system failure, uncontrolled transferring of
energies between machines should be minimized, since it results in undue
losses in the system and excessive wear on mechanical control elements such
as governors.
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2.3. Factors Influencing Stability
The damping characteristics of synchronous machine electromechanical
oscillations are functions of system structures, operating conditions, and
The block diagram of a linear small signal model of a

control effects [11].

synchronous machine with constant flux linkages in the d-axis is shown in
Figure 2-2.

M is the polar moment of inertia, s is the Laplace operator,

and D is the damping coefficient.

The remainder of the terms will be

defined in the following discussion.

ATS

377

AT m
A

As
rod

d

Figure 2-2:

Synchronizing and damping torques

The torque - speed angle feedback loop through synchronizing torque
coefficient If/ provides the synchronizing torque, T8, for the generator. The

-16synchronizing torque is a torque developed in phase with the machine rotor
angle.

The main function of this torque is to restore the rotor angle

following a displacement caused by a system transient.

There is also a

torque developed in phase with the machine rotor speed, which is termed a
damping torque, Td.

This torque ensures the decay of the rotor oscillations

following a displacement.

Stability can be endangered by a lack of either

synchronizing or damping torque.
The relation for K1 depends on system reactances, torque angle and
voltage [12].

From the relationship shown in reference [12] it has been noted

that K1 is decreased by increasing system and machine reactances.
the effect of reducing the synchronizing torque component.

This has

It is possible in

the case of very long transmission lines and relatively high loading (high
torque angle), to have K1 go negative.

If the flux linkages in the d-axis

were maintained at a constant value, the machine would be unstable with a
negative K1.

2.4. Improving Stability
Automatic voltage regulators (AVR) are added to generators primarily
to control voltage and reactive power loading in these units.

Associated with

these effects is the increase of the synchronizing torque of a synchronous
machine.
Figure 2-3 shows the prime mover / generator combination with
associated governor and AVR controllers.

The voltage regulator loop is

designed to maintain a specified generator terminal voltage or VAR loading.
This is done by comparing the terminal voltage to a set point, and changing
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Vt

PRIME
MOVER

GENERATOR

GOVERNOR

EXCITER
(AVR)

wref

Vref

Figure 2-3:

Prime mover - generator with AVR

the generator field voltage in response to the terminal voltage error.

The

voltage regulator tends to maintain the generator terminal voltage following a
fault.

This action minimizes the drop in power transmitted and avoids the

resulting acceleration of the machine [13].

A high regulator gain enhances

the synchronizing torque coefficient allowing a wider torque angle operating
limit [14].
Since in the late 1950s, new generating units have been equipped with
continuously acting, automatic voltage regulators [15].

During this time, it

-18has become apparent that the voltage regulator action has a detrimental
effect on the steady state stability of the system [12].

This does not

contradict theory, since a voltage regulator does improve synchronizing
torque, thus reducing the chance that a generator will lose synchronism
during the first swing after a disturbance. Unfortunately, the regulator also
reduces or eliminates the natural damping of the synchronous machines
which is small to start with [12].

This indicates that even though stability

may be improved during the first swing after a fault, a loss of stability may
occur after a number of cycles due to a lack of positive damping [16]. In
terms of Figure 2-2, K1 may be increased while D is decreased by this
action.
When voltage regulators and exciters were of the rotating type and
relatively slow, there was sufficient lag of excitation behind change in voltage
to produce an effective damping action.

With higher speed voltage control,

the phase response to terminal voltage may be sufficiently advanced to cancel
the damping produced by the effect of the field time constant.

This impact

has become even more pronounced with the introduction of practical
semiconductor power electronics in the early 1970s [17], which led to fast
acting static exciters.

High ceiling, high speed static exciters improve

transient response to disturbances and allow greater power transmission over
long distances [13], but unfortunately lead to dynamic damping problems.
A power system reacts continuously to small load changes and other
disturbances, causing small dynamic energy interchanges to take place
between various elements of the system.

If the damping is negative, these

energy transfers can grow into oscillations, thereby reducing the dynamic
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stability of the network. These electro-mechanical machine-system oscillations
are typically in the order of 1 to 2 Hz [12]. The frequency of oscillation will
vary from machine to machine, depending on the inertia, impedances and
loading values.

In order to preserve a high synchronizing torque coefficient,

and restore the damping torque, a power system stabilizer should be utilized.
A power system stabilizer is a device which provides an additional
input to the regulator (AVR) of a synchronous machine to improve power
system dynamic performance [14].

The goal of a stabilizer is to preserve

stability for small perturbations while maintaining performance for transient
faults [13].

The fundamental concept of a stabilizer is to compensate for the

phase lag resulting from the voltage regulator, exciter, and generator so that
a supplementary damping torque component which is in phase with the rotor
speed is produced [18].

Ideally, the stabilizer will increase the damping

torque component without affecting the synchronizing torque component of
the generator.
The lightly damped modes of oscillation occur mainly in widely spread
power systems.

It has been demonstrated that auxiliary excitation control

using power system stabilizers on selected generating units can be used to
damp these oscillation modes.
stabilizer in more detail.

Chapter 3 investigates the power system
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Chapter 3
POWER SYSTEM STABILIZER
This chapter provides the details of a power system stabilizer, and how
it can be used to improve the dynamic stability of an electrical power
network.

3.1. Location
Power system stabilizers can be employed to solve two separate but
related problems: local machine-system oscillations and inter-area oscillations.
Local machine-system oscillations involve energy interchanges between local
generators due to system disturbances.

The oscillations in this case are

normally in the 1 to 2 Hz range, depending on the machine inertias
involved.

Stabilizers were first developed to reduce inter-area oscillations

found on inter-ties between large power pools [191.

These oscillations are

normally of a much lower frequency, typically in a range from 0.2 to 0.5 Hz
[191.
In this section, the problem of determining the best location for a
stabilizer to reduce local mode oscillations will be reviewed.

The most

obvious method (and the one most widely used) of finding prospective
stabilizer locations is to wait until extended or undamped oscillations are
detected at a certain generating plant.

Once the problem has been

-21diagnosed as a lack of damping, corrective action in the form of a stabilizer
can be implemented.
It is more desirable to be able to predict stability problems before they
occur, especially when designing an electrical network.

Also, in a

multimachine system, applying a stabilizer to each plant may not be
effective.

These machines are not necessarily located at the best points for

damping of the natural mode oscillations [11].

In view of the high costs of

applying stabilizers to older machines, the relative effectiveness of stabilizers
at all system locations should be determined.
It has been demonstrated that optimum locations for stabilizers in a
multi-machine system can be determined using eigenvalue and eigenvector
analysis [8] [11] [20]. This technique allows the determination of particular
machines in a system to which stabilizers can be applied to give maximum
damping effects for specific modes of oscillation.
Once a stability problem has been diagnosed, the type of control
function a stabilizer is to provide must be determined.

3.2. Control Function
The main function of a power system stabilizer is to damp low
frequency electromechanical oscillations of the power system.

This is done

by forcing the air gap flux of a synchronous machine to change in such a
fashion as to provide changes to rotor torque phased to induce positive
damping at the dominant modal frequencies [15].
The transfer function of a traditional power system stabilizer is shown
in Figure 3-1 [14] with Table 3-1 providing typical design parameters.

The
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Transfer function of a traditional power system stabilizer

model consists of a transducer, washout term, signal conditioning network,
gain element, and an output limiter.

The power system stabilizer control

signal transducer should provide a relatively noise free output proportional to
the deviation of the input quantity with time constant TQ < 0.04 seconds
[141.

The total influence of the ripple or random noise should not exceed

10% of the dynamic range of the output of the power system stabilizer
[141 or compromise the operation of the system.
The washout term is present to remove any dc offset from the input to
the stabilizer.

This is required because the system frequency is not fixed,

and varies slowly over time around its reference frequency.

If a washout
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Table 3-1:

Typical power system stabilizer design parameters

Transducer Gain
TQ

0 to 0.04 sec.

Transducer Time
Constant

T

0.5 to 50 sec.

Washout Time Constant

T1, T3

0.01 to 2.0 sec.

Lead Time Constants

T2, T4

0.01 to 2.0 sec.

Lag Time Constants

KSTAB

0.10 to 100 p.u.

Stabilizer Gain

L0

+ 0.01 to 0.10 p.u.

Stabilizer Output
Signal Limits

term were not included, this frequency change would cause the terminal
voltage to change through the stabilizer, which is undesirable.

The choice of

the washout time constant is not critical except that it should be long
enough so that its phase shift does not interfere significantly with the signal
conditioning network.

Also, the time constant should be short enough to

ensure that the terminal voltage will not be affected by overall system speed
variations [14].
The fundamental function of the signal conditioning network of the
power system stabilizer is to compensate for the phase lags of the system
being controlled [14].

Generally, phase compensation is accomplished by the

use of lead/lag functions providing phase lead over the frequency range of
interest.

Practically, a maximum of about 60 degrees of phase lead can be

provided per lead/lag term [14] [21].

Therefore, one, two or three lead/lag

-24terms may be needed depending on the characteristics of the system. The
total amount of phase correction is usually limited by considerations of noise
vulnerability [14], since phase lead acts as a high pass filter.
appearing at the input to the lead/lag term will be amplified.

Any noise
This is the

main reason why the input transducer must be relatively noise free.
As in any control loop, the gain, KSTAB, must be maximized within
the constraints imposed by the stability of the power system control loop
[22].

The separation of the transducer gain, KQ, allows KSTAB to be

consistantly expressed in terms of

VT/Aw in per unit regardless of whether

the input to the stabilizer is actually speed or some other variable such as
frequency or power [14].
Most power system stabilizers incorporate adjustable limits on the
output signals [14].

The limiter functions as a guard on the output,

ensuring that it does not exceed a preset value, which could saturate the
amplifiers of the exciter.

Limiting can be accomplished by disconnecting the

stabilizer and ramping the output to a safe value.
The response characteristics of the stabilizer should also be evaluated at
higher frequencies (> 5 Hz) encompassing the generator mechanical torsional
system. If the excitation system contributes negative damping at any of
these resonant frequencies, oscillations can rapidly build up resulting in
damaging stress levels in the shafts [23].

Therefore, one extra term should

be included in the model to ensure these frequencies are not excited by the
stabilizer.

This can be accomplished with a bandstop or notch filter which

would reduce the influence of the stabilizer on torsional oscillations.
The phase lead required of a stabilizer can be determined by calculation

-25with a system model, or by field tests on the actual machine [24].

Once the

system has been identified, the actual stabilizer design can be performed
using a variety of techniques including root locus [25], eigenvalue analysis
[26], phase compensation [16], or any other classical controller synthesis
technique.

An excellent overview of power system stabilizer tuning

techniques can be found in reference [27].
Recently, proportional plus integral (PI) controllers have been shown to
be comparable to, if not an improvement over, traditional lead/lag networks
[18].

Proportional plus integral control is the most common controller

function used in the process industry [18].

Using a digital PI controller as

the basis of a stabilizer may improve acceptance of the device by power
utility personnel.
The control function analysis has been done for the Poplar River #2
generator in the Saskatchewan Power Corporation system [9].

A variety of

control schemes were developed including optimal control and minimal cost
control functions.

Since in this case the stabilizer loaction has been

determined, and the content of the stabilizer has been calculated, all that
remains is to actually build the device.

3.3. Input Signals
There are three signals considered most feasible for use in providing
stabilizing signals to synchronous generators [15]: shaft speed, terminal
frequency, and accelerating power.

Power system stabilizers using shaft

speed as an input must compensate for the lags found in the voltage control
loop of the generator.

Perfect compensation of lags requires pure

-26differentiation which results in high gain at high frequencies; thus is
impractical.

Lead/lag terms must be used and the gain must be attenuated

at high frequencies to limit the influence of noise and minimize torsional
interaction.

An example of a stabilizer designed to use speed as an input

can be found in reference [5] [12].
Using terminal frequency as an input [28] is basically the same as using
the speed input except that the transducer can be constructed with all static
circuitry.

This eliminates the problems of a mechanical transducer,

ultimately reducing noise and improving reliability.

The elimination of the

mechanical noise may be offset somewhat by the fact that ac bus frequency
is more sensitive than shaft speed with respect to power system noise [29].
Also, zero crossing detectors can give false indications when large industrial
loads significantly distort the voltage waveform.

This noise problem was so

severe that it prevented frequency from being used as an input in several
locations [30] [31].

Designing a different type of frequency transducer with

considerably less noise than the zero crossing type provided good performance
[29].
Using accelerating power as a stabilizer input is more complicated, but
may have several advantages [32].

Accelerating power cannot be measured

directly and must be derived from electrical and mechanical power.
Electrical power can be calculated from the current and voltage measured at
the generator terminals. Mechanical power is also difficult to measure but
can be derived from either torque or rotor slip [32].

Accelerating power is

advantageous as an input since it is proportional to the rate of change of
speed.

Thus, accelerating power leads rotor speed by 90 degrees, minimizing

-27the phase lead required by the stabilizer and consequently reducing noise
problems as well.

Another advantage of accelerating power based stabilizers

over other types arises from the inherent high attenuation of the shaft
torsional excitation component [13].

However, using power as an input does

not guarantee an absence of the destabilizing effects of torsional interaction,
especially in the case of series capacitor compensated power systems [33].

3.4. Stabilizer Implementation
A power system stabilizer can be implemented in two forms: with an
analog filter network or with a digital controller.

Stabilizers have been

designed with analog components since their inception in the late 1960s [16].
Because of their simplicity, analog controllers have remained to this day,
with developments made in references [23] [26] [28].

Major electrical

equipment manufacturures were, at least until 1985, supplying analog
stabilizers as options with excitation systems.

Analog stabilizers have the

advantage of being inexpensive due to a simple design containing widely
available standard components, and have been proven over nearly 20 years of
operation.
Beginning in the late 1970s digital stabilizers began to appear
[1] [2] [3] [4] [28] .

These allowed more complicated control functions to be

performed essentially at the will of the programmer.

These stabilizers

provided greater flexibility and were not subject to drift or calibration
problems.

Digital stabilizers also have the ability to monitor themselves and

to bypass the stabilizing function if an error occurs.
Although digital controllers are more expensive to construct than analog

-28controllers, their list of additional features makes them very attractive.

For

instance, one major problem in tuning a stabilizer is not knowing exactly
what the system transfer function is.

This system identification can be

programmed into the device and executed once the controller is on site,
eliminating much of the coefficient estimation involved [34].

Also important

is the ability to have the stabilizer monitored and controlled externally by
other computers, which are becoming more essential to maintain reliable,
efficient system operation.

One last key feature is that once the hardware

has been constructed, the controller can be programmed to perform any
desired control algorithm within its ability to do so.

The high cost, and the

need for other features, in addition to the basic stabilizer functions were the
main reasons for the initiation of this project.
3.5. Stabilizer Specifications
The following section details the specifications of a digital power system
stabilizer as required by the Saskatchewan Power Corporation [35]. The
specifications are only for the stabilizer itself, not the stabilizer - electrical
system interface hardware. Input and output hardware modules have been
designed and constructed by the Saskatchewan Power Corporation [36].
The controller that is to be the power system stabilizer must have the
capability to execute proportional - integral - derivative (PID) control
function as shown in Figure 3-2.

Up to 8 channels of PID control may be

required, using input signals such as rotor speed, electrical power, terminal
voltage, and others to be determined later. In addition to the PID function,
the stabilizer should optionally execute the functions listed in Table 3-2 [9] .

-29The stabilizer should be able to switch between each of the control strategies
as selected by the operator.
The stabilizer should also include an RS-232C serial interface to allow a
central computer or serial terminal to perform the following functions:
• select controller parameters
• query controller status
• run diagnostics
• select online/offline modes
• read controller input and output analog quantities on a continuous
basis, and
• switch control modes.
Indicator lamps should be available on the front panel to indicate:
• online / offline status
• fault detected (locked offline)
• unit dc power applied, and
• controller options currently in effect.
The operation of the stabilizer will depend upon system and generator
conditions.

When power is first applied to the stabilizer, it will be in an

offline mode. In this mode, the output of the stabilizer is zero and no
action is taken on the input signals.

Immediately following power up, self

diagnostics should be performed to determine the integrity of the stabilizer.
If the stabilizer passes these diagnostics, the unit is then initialized and is
ready to respond to external commands. The commands can be given to the
stabilizer through the serial channel.
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Table 3-2:

Type
4

Control functions developed by Wong

Description
Minimum Time

Transfer Function
U(s) —

—0.3128(1+0.04258)2
x Pes
(1+0.23518)

Controller
5

PID Controller

U(s)=0.662(1-0.0526s)Vts
—0.20(1-0.0322s) Pes

8

Suboptimal
Controller

U(s)=0.830Vt(s)-0.111Pe(s)

10

Suboptimal
Controller

U(s)=-0.344x Pc(s)

At this point, the controller transfer function can be selected, and the
coefficients of the function can be set.

Once this has been done, the

stabilizer may be commanded to switch to the online mode.

Going online

will start the execution of the transfer function and enable the output of the
stabilizer.
The stabilizer should only switch to the online mode if the signals
applied to its inputs are within a valid range as selected by the operator.
These input signals include terminal voltage and unit megawatts, in addition
to the speed signal used as the input to the stabilizer transfer function.

If

any of these input signals are determined to be out of range when the
stabilizer is online, the stabilizer should automatically switch to the offline
mode.

This is to ensure that the stabilizer does not operate immediately

following a system disturbance, when it may negatively affect the operation
of the voltage regulator.

-32The output of the stabilizer should also be monitored to ensure that
the output voltage is within a preset limit. If the output voltage exceeds
this limit, the stabilizer should go offline.

Transitions between online and

offline should be done smoothly to avoid introducing step changes to the
machine excitation.
While online, the parameters used by the stabilizer transfer function
may be modified.
stabilizer.

This is to aid in the installation and tuning of the

Also, the state of several stabilizer variables should be available,

including the present stabilizer mode, the control option in effect, and the
values of the transfer function coefficients.
The complete stabilizer hardware should include two independent
microprocessor systems including the controller (stabilizer) and a supervisor.
The controller system will process mainly analog quantities and generate
stabilizer excitation control signals.

The supervisor will be used to monitor

the operation of the stabilizer and possibly adjust stabilizer parameters based
on external information.

The supervisor may be connected to more than one

stabilizer as shown in Figure 3-3.

Each stabilizer may be situated at

separate generation facilities, or more than one stabilizer may be connected
to a single generator in a parallel redundant fashion.
The configuration of a supervisor connected to a single controller will
be required for this project. This intermediate step will prove the digital
processing concept and provide a prototype power system stabilizer suitable
for testing the design concept.

If it is required to improve the reliability of

the system, the design can be expanded to include parallel controllers
operating under a predetermined voting scheme.
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The input / output sections of the controller should have 8 channels of
analog input and 8 channels of analog output, each with 12 bit resolution.
The analog to digital conversion should include sample and hold on the
inputs as well as antialiasing filters.

There also should be data latches and

reconstruction filters on the analog outputs.

Lastly, the controller should

implement error checking diagnostics including input/output and
communications consistency, along with hardware fault detection (watchdog
timer).
Using the specifications listed in this section, a digital power system

-34stabilizer can be designed. Before the stabilizer can be built, the amount of
calculation required to perform the stabilizing function must be determined.
Chapter 4 reviews the concept of digital control and how it will be used to
create the discrete stabilizing function.
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Chapter 4
DIRECT DIGITAL CONTROL
The design of a discrete control system can be done by following two
principal approaches [37].

One method is to produce a suitable analog

compensation network, or filter, and then transform this to give a
corresponding digital filter design.

This method can be used for most of the

terms of the stabilizer (washout, lead/lag, PID), since they have previously
been specified.
The other approach is to construct a suitable digital filter directly from
specifications.

This method will be used to design a recursive digital filter

which will perform the notch filter function.

4.1. Discrete Transfer Functions
The objective is to convert an analog controller, D(s), to a digital
controller, D(z), so that the discrete version will behave as closely as possible
to the continuous system. This process may involve more than a simple
conversion from a Laplace transform relation to a z-transform relation. The
z-transform is used in the analysis of linear time-invariant discrete-time
systems.
The relationship between a continuous control system and its discrete
counterpart is shown in Figure 4-1. The data hold block represents the
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delay added to the system by the zero order hold of the digital to analog
converter used to reconstruct the output data.
zero order hold is given by

The transfer function of a

-371—e-8T
H(s)—

(4.1)

where T is the sampling interval in seconds.

If the time lag of the

zero order hold significantly affects the performance of the system, the
original controller function, D (s) , must be corrected. Otherwise, the effect of
the zero order hold may be ignored, as will be done here.

The effect of the

zero order hold should be negligible at high sample rates [37].
Once the effect of the zero order hold has been investigated, D (s) can
be converted to D (z). Table 4-1 lists six different methods that can be
used, and the transformation required to convert to a discrete network [37].

Table 4-1:

Transformation methods

Discretization Method

Transformation

Mapping of differentials

s—

Z transform

Z{D(s)}

1—z —1
T

1_ eTs
Z transform and hold
Z transform and

Z{

8

D(s)}

(z+z-1-2)
T

triangular hold
Matched z-transform

z=e 8T

Bilinear Transformation

2 z-1
3=— z+1}

4

D(s)
28

-38The bilinear transformation (trapezoidal rule) has been shown to be the best
discretization method in terms of properly maintaining the magnitude and
phase responses of the analog controller [21] [37].

The discrete versions of

every term required for the stabilizer, except for the notch filter, have been
calculated in Appendix A using the bilinear transformation method.

The

results are shown in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2:

Term

Discretized versions of the analog controller terms

Continuous

Control Function
Discrete
2T1(1—z-1)

8T

Washout

Lead/Lag

1
1+7'18

T(1+z-1)+2T1(1—z-1)

1+T1a

(T+2T1)+(T-2T1) Z-1

1+T2a

(T+2T2)+(T-2T2)z-1

K2

PID

Kp +-8

Suboptimal

0.830Vt(s) —0.111/3, (.9)

+K

ds

D(z)=Kp+ —F-{-zz+.1i}+T, {"z-1
. }

0.830Vt(z) —0.111Pe (z)

4.2. Transfer Function Realization
Once the discrete transfer function has been developed, the next step in
the process of producing a digital algorithm can be taken.

This is the

calculation of a numerical algorithm for use by the computer.

The simplest

method for converting a discrete transfer function, or filter, to a numerical
algorithm is the direct method [37].

-39In general, the discrete transfer function can be expressed as a ratio of
two polynomials,

u(z)

E a z—

e(z)

1+E b32—

(4.2)

where u(z) is the filter output and e(z) is the input to the filter.

This

equation can be transformed into a combination of time delay elements
(represented by el), adders, and multipliers, called a filter structure.

Direct

structures for digital filters are those in which the real coefficients a. and b.
appear as multipliers.
The direct method has the advantage of being easy to apply, but may
not be as accurate as other realization methods for high order transfer
functions.

If a numerical accuracy problem is detected, then either a cascade

or parallel realization can be used.

However, these methods are more

complicated, and require more calculations to perform a given function than
the direct method.

In this case, the stabilizer terms will be calculated

separately and will be implemented in a serial fashion.
term will be the input to the next term.

The output of one

Table 4-3 lists the coefficients to

be calculated for each term of the stabilizer except for notch filter.

These

coefficients will then be used in the general second order transfer function
ao+a0-1-1-a2z-2
D(z)—

1+b1z-1+b2z-2

which has the realization

(4.3)

-40(4.4)

u(k)=ctoe(k)+aie(k-1)-1-a2e(k-2)—biu(k-1)—b2 u(k-2)

Stabilizer control function coefficients

Table 4-3:

Term

Washout

Transfer Function Coeffients
a2
al

ao

2T1

2T1
—

T+2T1

T-2T1

T+2T1

Lead/lag

T+2T1

—

T+2T2

T+2T2

KiT Kd

PID

IC +

0

2

+

T

—K+

KiT 2Kd
--T
2

b1

b2

T-2T1

0

T+2Ti
T-2T2

0

T+2T2

Kd
T

0

-1

It should be noted that the realization of equation 4.4 can be
programmed in two steps.

First calculate the immediate filter output for the

time period k,
u(k)=aoxe(k)+PRE

(4.5)

where PRE is a value to be calculated as a pre-precessing step for the
next time period:
PRE=ai xe(k-1)-1-a2 xe(k —2) bi x (k-1)—b2 xu(k-2)

(4.6)

The value of PRE is made up of previous input and output data,
which enables it to be determined prior to the next time period.

Therefore,

during each time period, the filter output may be rapidly calculated by
equation 4.5 upon receipt of the input e(k)
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4.3. Notch Filter
The notch filter term of the stabilizer can be designed directly in the
form of a recursive digital filter [38].

A recursive filter is a digital filter

which uses the previous outputs of the filter for its present calculation [37].
The first step in creating a digital notch filter is to design a suitable lowpass
filter.

Then, a notch filter can be created using the proper frequency

transformation to alter the low pass filter.
A procedure developed by Ackroyd [38] was used to design a notch
filter with the following typical specifications:
Center frequency :
Clock frequency :
Width of stopband:

16 Hz
1000 Hz
1 Hz

A FORTRAN subroutine called COEFF [38] was used with this input
data.

The subroutine provided the coefficients of the second order transfer

function:

D(z)—

1-1.9899z-1+z-2

(4.5)

1-1.9837z-1+0.9937z-2

The gain characteristic of this filter was computed with subroutine
FREQ [38] and is shown in Figure 4-2.

4.4. Sample Rate
In general, the performance of a digital controller will approach its
analog counterpart as the sample rate is increased.

However, a very fast

sample rate will require a very large digital word length. This greater
numerical precision is needed because the difference between two successive
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Notch filter gain characteristic from subroutine FREQ

-43samples will be very small, or difficult to detect.

Usually, the execution

time of the control function is the limiting factor determining the upper
bound of the sample rate.
The sample rate must be fast enough to provide smooth, stable
operation, yet cannot physically be faster than the controller is capable of
In general, the practical choice of the sampling rate is based on

operating.

the required transient characteristic, which is related to the closed loop
bandwidth.

As a rule of thumb, the sampling rate should be initially set

between five [21] and ten [37] times larger than the closed loop bandwidth.
This is only a preliminary value, which can be adjusted up or down as long
as the response of the system remains stable.
The shortest time constant, 0.01 to 0.02 seconds for the static exciter,
will then determine the initial sampling rate.

In this case the sampling rate

should be between 500 and 1000 Hz. The following discussion will use a
worst case sample rate of 1000 Hz, which is a sample period of 1
millisecond.

4.5. Hardware Aspects
As mentioned in the last section, the word length used in the stabilizer
calculations may have a great influence on the numerical accuracy of the
controller. Most commonly used word lengths are 8, 16, and less frequently,
32 bits.

The word length refers to the length of an integer number

represented in binary form which will be the basis of all calculations.
Accuracy improves as the word length increases but the calculation speed
may decrease.

-44Since the analog to digital converter has been specified to have 12 bits
of resolution, truncating the number to 8 bits for calulations reduces the
accuracy.

Therefore, the calculations for the stabilizer will be done with 16

bit integers, which will be sufficient for this purpose.

Floating point

calculations have been ruled out due to the time required to perform
mathematical operations, which can be significant unless special floating point
hardware is used.
Assuming worse case 1000 samples per second, there will be 1
millisecond to perform the control algorithm and background tasks.

This

short time adds more weight to the selection of a fast 16 bit processor
instead of an 8 bit processor.

Table 4-4 lists some of the common 16 bit

processors and their measured multiply time [39].

The multiply execution

times may vary according to software coding and support hardware used.

Table 4-4:

Multiplication times of several 16 bit processors

Clock rate
(MHz)

16 x 16 bit
multiply time
(msec)

MC68000

8.0

9.75

Z8000

4.0

18.0

8086

5.0

30.6

TMS 9995

3.3

18.2

15.0

3.5

Processor

Fairchild-9445

-45The time to multiply two numbers is the largest factor contributing to
the execution time of a control function [37].

The multiply time may take

50% to 70% of all of the time allotted to the control function, including
overhead.

From Table 4-3 and equation 4.4, the number of multiplications

required to perform consecutive washout, PID and notch filtering is 9.

Even

with the slowest multiply time of 30 microseconds for the 8086
microprocessor, 9 multiplications take only 270 microseconds, which is well
within the time limit of 1 millisecond.

Therefore any of the processors

shown in Table 4-4 could be used in the controller design.
With the stabilizer control functions developed and the approximate
processing power known, the stabilizer hardware can be finalized.
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Chapter 5
STABILIZER HARDWARE
5.1. Stabilizer System
The Saskatchewan Power Corporation provided a single board
microcomputer for use as part of the stabilizer system [40].

The

microcomputer has most of the required hardware to meet the specifications
listed in section 3.5.

In addition the microcomputer has a unique feature; it

can operate as a peripheral card in an IBM PC3 personal computer.

This

feature provides a developed two processor interface as desired for the
stabilizer system.

The single board microcomputer is used as the digital

stabilizer while the PC performs the supervisor function.

The PC can also

be used as the software development system for both the stabilizer and the
supervisor software.

A description of the stabilizer will be given first, which

will determine the structure of the supervisor.
The proposed stabilizer system consists of three hardware components,
the supervisor computer, the control computer and the output enable circuit
as shown in Figure 5-1.

3Trademark International Business Machines Corp.
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DISPLAY+
KEYBOARD
SUPERVISOR
COMPUTER
Figure 5-1:

ISOLATION
MANIFOLD

ANALOG I/O
Complete stabilizer system hardware

5.2. Supervisor
The supervisor computer is represented by the blocks HOST PC, and
DISPLA Y+KEYBOARD in Figure 5-1.

In the development/installation

period, the stabilizer can be closely coupled to the supervisor, allowing the
supervisor maximum control and maximum data transfer.

When the

stabilizer has been installed and tuned the PC can be replaced by any
computer or serial terminal, and the stabilizer can be operated over the

-48serial link.

If desired, the stabilizer can run in a stand alone mode with

limited user input capabilities.
In the case of a stand alone stabilizer, the supervisor can be any
computer with RS-232C communications ability.

When the stabilizer is to

be used in a closely coupled mode, the supervisor must be an IBM PC
computer or compatible. This is required since the stabilizer is designed to
plug directly into the internal bus of the PC.

Interface hardware is provided

on the stabilizer card for this purpose.
In general, there are two restrictions which must be applied to the
hardware of the PC if it is to be used with the stabilizer in a closely
coupled mode. In terms of memory size, the PC should be limited to 512
Kbytes.

This is because the stabilizer memory is mapped to the PC

addresses which normally access the upper RAM (80000H to 9FFFFH).
Also, a number of I/O ports are used by the stabilizer (300H to 31FH).
There is no conflict with the basic PC peripherals (floppy drive, video,
printer, hard drive), but a problem may arise if special add on boards are
used.

Therefore, it is recommended that a basic IBM PC/XT or less be

used as the supervisor in this mode.

The complete memory and I/O maps

for- the supervisor and stabilizer are shown in Appendix B.
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5.3. Stabilizer
5.3.1. Stabilizer Hardware
The stabilizer hardware is shown as the PSS CARD and PSS STATUS
blocks in Figure 5-1.
interface.

The PSS STATUS block represents a simple operator

The status of the stabilizer card will be provided with a set of

LEDs connected to an open parallel port on the stabilizer card.

Figure 5-2

shows the expanded block diagram of the stabilizer card hardware.
Major system components are described below:
• INTEL 8086 microprocessor, with a clock speed of 10 MHz.
Selected to be software compatible with the IBM PC
microprocessor, which will be used for software development and
as a system supervisor.
• 64 Kbytes of RAM (data memory), and 64 Kbytes of ROM (code
memory). ROM can be replaced with static RAM for
development purposes.
• 4 bits of digital input, 4 bits of digital output.
• 1 channel of RS-232C serial I/O.
• 4 channel, 12 bit analog to digital converter with 25 psec
conversion time. ADC section runs asynchronously, with
selectable sample rate and channel count.
• 4 channel, 12 bit digital to analog converter.
• IBM PC tri-port control interface allows the card to be inserted
into the PC bus. The PC can then access the card as a
peripheral, with the stabilizers 8086 processor in a hold mode, or
as a parallel processor, through a status register.
• maskable interrupts for the serial port, parallel ports, and ADC
section.
The ability to run the card under PC control is an advantage, for both
system software development and having the PC act as a supervisor.

Since
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-51the PC uses an INTEL 8088 processor, software can be written using it and
transferred to the stabilizer card to execute. The INTEL 8088 microprocessor
has the same 16 bit internal structure as the 8086, but it has an 8 bit wide
external data bus.
The card is also designed with a selectable hold register address, which
allows up to 8 cards to be plugged into the PC and addressed separately.
This is convenient for future investigation into the use of redundant
stabilizers to improve system reliability if required.

A more detailed

description of the stabilizer hardware and its modes of operation can be
found in reference [40].
5.3.2. Bus Operation
When the stabilizer resides in one of the PC's I/O slots, the stabilizer
system is in a closely coupled mode.

In this mode, the PC can take over

the bus of the stabilizer by requesting the stabilizer's processor to go into
hold.

The stabilizer's processor will acknowledge the hold, and relinquish

control over its internal bus, allowing an external device to take over the
card.

When in hold, the stabilizer memory is mapped into the PC address

space beginning at 80000H, and the I/O ports are mapped into PC I/O
space starting at address 300H.
A byte wide bi-directional status register is also present on the
stabilizer card to allow independent communication between the supervisor
and the stabilizer.

The status register can be used to indicate the operation

of the stabilizer to the supervisor.

This communications method can be used

in addition to the serial channel during stabilizer operation.

-52Software can be written and compiled on the PC, then either executed
there with the card in hold, or down loaded to the card and executed by
the 8086.
4

For high level language software development, a special MS-DOS

(MicroSoft Disk Operating System) based compiler can be used to create

generic 8086 code.

But with little modification, any regular MS-DOS

compiler can be used.

The startup source code module for the compiler

(used in linking) must be available, since it must be modified to remove any
MS-DOS references.

The modified startup module will contain the bootstrap

instructions, which will be executed by the stabilizer immediately after power
up or reset. A procedure that can be followed to create stabilizer software
using an IBM PC and a Lattice C5 compiler is detailed in Appendix C.
5.3.3. Stand Alone Operation
A null bus connector can be attached to the external PC bus connector
on the stabilizer card permitting the card to operate independently of the
PC.

Communication can be facilitated through the serial port allowing the

stabilizer to run under the control of another computer, serial terminal or on
its own.

This mode can be used after the installation and tuning phase of

the stabilizer when the processing power and resources of the supervisor are
no longer needed.

Stand alone mode will also enable remote or centralized

control over the stabilizer to be exercised.

4Trademark MicroSoft Corp.
5Copyright Lattice Corporation
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5.4. Output Enable
The output enable function in the stabilizer system is to be provided
by an external hardware circuit.

This circuit is designed to provide

hardware redundancy to the software operation of the stabilizer.

The circuit

can be triggered by an external signal to disable the output of the stabilizer.
Also, the output will be disabled if the stabilizer output exceedes preset
limits.
The output enable circuit can also act as a reconstruction filter
smoothing the quantized output of the DAC thereby reducing any step
changes in the output.

The low pass filter will add a small phase lag which

should be compensated by the control algorithm.

A proposed design for the

output enable circuit is shown in Appendix D.

5.5. Isolation Manifold
The isolation manifold is the hardware interface that protects the
sensitive electronics of the stabilizer from the harmful effects of high voltage
noise in an electrical generation facility.

This interface is to be provided by

the Saskatchewan Power Corporation, but a few brief comments as to its
content are presented.
Much of the interference experienced in high voltage plants is common
mode.

One effective method for dealing with common mode voltage is to

provide a means of conductive and capacitive isolation [41].
a suitably shielded isolation transformer can be used.

For ac signals,

For dc signals, optical

isolation in the form of opto-couplers can be employed.
Common mode interference can be reduced considerably by signal

-54isolation techniques, but the problem of high frequency noise may remain.
Filtering is necessary to eliminate any frequencies above those of interest. In
general, the input should have a bandwidth not exceeding that which is
strictly necessary for that particular signal.

This can be referred to as anti-

aliasing, or insuring that the analog input is band limited.

The highest

frequency in the input signal dictates the lowest sampling rate that can be
used by the computer.

The Nyquist sampling criterion states that the

sample rate must be at least twice the input bandwidth to insure proper
digitization and recovery of the data.

For practical purposes the sample rate

usually must be greater than the Nyquist rate.
Finally, any isolation or filtering that is to be performed should be
done as close as possible to the computer inputs.
chances of picking up external signals in the plant.
stabilizer hardware have been described.

This should reduce the
The supervisor and

The next step is to implement the

stabilizer control algorithm and other required features in software.
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Chapter 6
STABILIZER SOFTWARE
6.1. Introduction
There are two programs written for the power system stabilizer
hardware: one for the supervisor and the other for the stabilizer.

The

supervisor software consists of two main subprograms which perform
hardware testing and the actual supervisor monitor function.

The stabilizer

program is a small operating system that permits the user to monitor and
change parameters in the controller through a serial terminal.

The stabilizer

software also provides a limited direct display of controller status and
command input for possible standalone operation.

Software was developed

on the supervisor computer for both itself and the stabilizer card.

6.2. Supervisor
6.2.1. Test Mode
The software consists of four sections; supervisor controlled testing, test
of stabilizer program execution, supervisor monitor, and terminal emulation.
A block diagram of the supervisor software functions is shown in Figure 6-1.
The first part of the test section is dedicated to the supervisor controlled
tests.

These tests are performed on the controller hardware while the
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-57controller is in hold mode.

The supervisor can test all of the hardware

subsections of the controller to verify their integrity.

Testing of the

stabilizer hardware can be done totally by the supervisor for such devices as
the hold register, stabilizer memory, and status register.

Tests for the other

stabilizer subsystems require human assistance to detect proper or faulty
operation.

A record of the results as determined by the supervisor for each

stabilizer subsystem test is displayed on the supervisor's video monitor.
The second part of the test section uses the supervisor to transfer a
program into the stabilizer's data memory. The program can then be
executed by the processor on the stabilizer card while the supervisor
monitors the status register.

The execution of the stabilizer program

execution can be halted and continued at any time.

While the program is

halted (hold mode), the supervisor can be used to examine stabilizer memory
and I/O ports.

This feature can be used as a software debugging tool for

stabilizer software.
6.2.2. Operate Mode
The operate mode of the supervisor is used to monitor the status of the
stabilizer while it is executing the power system stabilizer software.

This

can be done through the bus interface with the MONITOR subprogram
through a serial port using the TERMINAL subprogram.

or

With the

supervisor in monitor mode and the stabilizer inserted into the bus, the
supervisor has direct control over the operation of the stabilizer.

That is,

the supervisor can put the stabilizer's processor into hold and take over all
of the hardware facilities of the stabilizer card.

In addition to providing a

-58command interface to the stabilizer, the supervisor in monitor mode can also
continuously display the status of the stabilizer.

The definition of each bit

in the status register as displayed by the supervisor is shown in Figure 6-2.
Bits 0 through 3 of the status register are reserved for software
diagnostics and determining stabilizer operating performance. A change in
status of bit 0 (low to high) after power up indicates that the stabilizer has
initialized itself properly, and is ready to perform its function.

When bit 1

is high, a command has been received by the stabilizer and is in the process
Bit 2 can be used to determine the proportion of time

of being interpreted.

spent performing the control function as opposed to background tasks. Bit 3
will indicate the detection of a software error during the operation of the
stabilizer.

Bits 4 through 7 are used to indicate the operation of the

stabilizer function.

Bit 4 shows online / offline status of the stabilizer. If

the stabilizer goes offline as a result of exceeding any of its limits, bit 5 will
be set high. Bits 6 and 7 are used to indicate the currently selected
stabilizing algorithm.

6.3. Controller
6.3.1. Background Tasks
The controller software consists of modules grouped into background
and asynchronous types as shown in Figure 6-3.
The MAIN module consists of calls to the major background tasks that
are to be performed when the stabilizer is not executing the control function.
This module consists of setting up the hardware, checking for commands,
and executing simple diagnostics.

Upon power up, the INIT module moves
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-61data from ROM to RAM, initializes the ADC, DAC, serial and parallel
ports, and installs the vector of the interrupt handler in the interrupt vector
table.
Once the serial communications hardware is initialized, the stabilizer is
ready to accept external commands.

The COMMAND routine handles all of

the command interpreting, and initiates corresponding stabilizer responses to
these commands.

Commands can be given to the stabilizer through either

the serial communications channel or the front panel switches.

When the

stabilizer is powered up, the front panel is the primary command source.
Table 6-1 shows the arrangement for the eight bits of binary I/O which can
be accessed via the front panel of the stabilizer.

Table 6-1:

Front panel setup

STATUS OUT

STATUS IN
BIT
0

1
2
3

LOW

LOW

HIGH

Off line
Online
Normal
Restart
Algorithm
Select

HIGH

Online
Offline
Ready
Fault
Algorithm
Display

The four bits of binary output correspond to bits 4 through 7 of the
supervisor - stabilizer status register.

The four bits of binary input can be

used to switch the stabilizer between online and offline modes, execute a
software restart, and select algorithms 0 to 3.
provides a limited access to stabilizer functions.

The front panel interface

-62A more substantial command set can be realized with the serial
communications channel.

When a 'p' character (priority override) is received

through the serial channel, the stabilizer will switch to the serial command
mode.

In this mode, commands and replies will be via the serial channel,

and front panel inputs will be ignored. The list of commands available
through the serial channel are listed in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2:

COMMAND
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

a
i
1
o
p

✓ s

s a
s 1
s p
c
p
^r

Stabilizer commands: serial channel

MODE

DESCRIPTION
online / offline
read algorithm
read analog input
read limits
read analog output
read parameters
read status register
set algorithm
set limits
set parameters
cancel override
priority override
control r: restart

both
both
both
both
both
both
offline
both
both
both
both
both

The 'o' command toggles the mode of the stabilizer from online to
offline or the reverse, depending on its current mode.

The change of state is

done gradually so as not to introduce a step change to the output of the
stabilizer.

The ramping is performed by a ramp factor which is multiplied

by the output of the control function to produce the actual control signal of
the stabilizer.

Before the stabilizer can go online, the analog input quantities

must be within preset limits as described in Section 3.5.

-63The next group of commands enable the operator to request stabilizer
data including the currently selected algorithm, the last analog input and
output values, input and output limits, control function coefficients, and the
content of the status register.

The replies are sent by the stabilizer in

ASCII form through the serial channel.
There are three 'set' commands including set algorithm, set limits, and
set parameters.

The set algorithm command can not be executed while the

stabilizer is online since this will result in a severe change in the control
output.
is online.

Therefore, this command will be rejected by the stabilizer while it
Both limits and parameters (control coefficients) can be altered at

any time during stabilizer operation.
A cancel override command will change the legal command input source
to the front panel from the serial channel.

The priority override command

can also be looked upon as a password required to prevent unauthorized
input to the stabilizer through the serial channel.

The simple 'p' character

could be upgraded to a string of characters if password protection is
considered as an important feature.
The "r' (control r) command will initiate a software restart, which
ensures that the stabilizer is offline, clears all of the error flags, and reinitializes the data used by the stabilizer program.

Execution is then

continued as normal.
The SERIAL IN and CONTACT IN routines handle the input of
commands through the serial communications channel and the front panel
respectively. Once a command is received, a flag is set, which indicates to
the COMMAND routine that a command is ready to be interpreted. While

-64the stabilizer is executing a command, additional input from the serial
channel is ignored unless requested.

This should not be a problem since all

of the commands execute and terminate quickly.
The DIAGNOSTICS module checks the error flags to determine if the
limits have been exceeded or if a software error has been detected.

If an

error has been detected, a message is sent out the serial channel and bit 5
of the status register is set to a one.

Online diagnostics are kept to a

minimum to ensure adequate time to perform the remaining background
tasks.

All of the background routines, except for INIT, are executed

repeatedly in a continuous loop.
6.3.2. Synchronous
The control routine is initiated through a synchronous interrupt
generated by the ADC hardware. The ADC hardware supplies this interrupt
when the sample conversion is complete for all of the analog input channels.
When the interrupt occurs, the interrupt service routine INTERRUPT
HANDLER is executed.
stabilizer algorithm.

The interrupt service routine then calls the selected

The control function of the stabilizer will execute, and

the interrupt routine will terminate.

The processor then returns to the

background task that was interrupted and resume execution.

-656.3.3. Control Sequence
There are three major blocks comprising a stabilizer algorithm: input
data limits check, calculation of the control output, and testing the control
output for exceeding the output limits.

This sequence of events for a typical

stabilizer algorithm is shown in Figure 6-4.

If either the input or output

data values are out of range as set by their limits, the stabilizer is brought
offline.

As long as the data values are legal, the control algorithm executes

and the resultant control signal is sent to the stabilizer output.
The supervisor software has been developed which includes stabilizer
diagnostics and a monitor function.

The supervisor can be used to monitor

the stabilizer in a closely coupled mode or remotely, through a serial port.
The stabilizer software contains the control algorithm and the command
interface.

A more detailed discussion of the stabilizer software including the

software listing is presented in Appendix E. The operation of the stabilizer
system is evaluated in the following chapter.
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Stabilizer control algorithm flow diagram
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Chapter 7
SYSTEM EVALUATION
The success of the digital power system stabilizer design partly depends
on how well it imitates the analog stabilizer.

Not only must the output of

the digital stabilizer compare closely to the analog version, but the discrete
algorithm must also execute in a predefined time frame.

7.1. Discrete Controller Response
The digital power system stabilizer design can be verified by comparing
the response of the discrete controller with the response of the analog
functions to a given input.

This is adequate since it is not a question of

whether the control function has been properly designed for a specific
application.

Instead it is important only that the response of the analog

stabilizer has been successfully duplicated.

It was shown in Section 4.3 that

the calculated response of the notch filter met the input design specifications.
The calculations for the notch filter response were performed in floating point
arithmetic.

Therefore, the response does not include the effect of truncation

when using integer arithmetic, as is the case in the stabilizer.
The discrete responses of the functions washout, lead/lag, and PID were
calculated using 16 bit integer arithmetic.

The calculations were performed

on an IBM PC, simulating the operation of the stabilizer.

Since almost

-68exactly the same software is used in the simulation, and the processors are
identical, the output produced by the PC will provide valid results. The
error introduced by neglecting the ADC and DAC components is assumed to
be insignificant.

The responses of the washout and PID terms were also

calculated using floating point numbers (7 significant digits) to illustrate the
effect of integer truncation.

The software used to provide the control

function data can be found in Appendix F.
The calculated response of the washout term using 16 bit integer
arithmetic at a frequency of 1000 samples per second to a step input of 0.25
per unit is shown in Figure 7-1.
term is set to 2 seconds.

The time constant, T1, of the washout

The output of the discrete transfer function does

not match the response of the continuous function.

This may be due to the

very small sample period as compared to the long time constant of the
washout function.

That is, even though the error in each individual

calculation is very small, this error may accumulate over time.
The calculation error can be mostly attributed to truncation effects
during multiplication.

This can be proven by plotting the discrete response

calculated using floating point numbers as shown in Figure 7-2.

As shown

in the graph, the responses of both the analog and discrete terms now agree.
Since the washout time constant value is not critical, the coeffecients of the
discrete washout term can be altered to produce a better approximation.
The discrete response was calculated again using a modified time constant of
3 seconds.

This is compared to the response of the analog term with the

desired time constant of 2 seconds as shown in Figure 7-3.

The response of

the discrete term is now a good approximation to the analog response.
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Comparison of Continuous and Discrete Washout Terms
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Figure 7-1:

Output of washout: 0.25 p.u. step input, T = 0.001 sec.
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WASHOUT: Discrete values calculated with floating point arithmetic
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Washout: Discrete time constant changed to 3.0 seconds
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-72Another alternative is to decrease the execution rate, so that the ratio
of time constants in the control term to the sample period is not as large.
In this case the time constant selected was 2 seconds, while the sample
period was 0.001 seconds.

Instead of executing every 0.001 seconds, the

washout term could execute every 0.01 seconds.

This should reduce the

calculation error experienced by the washout term.

The response to a step

input is again calculated and shown in Figure 7-4, but with an effective
sample rate of 100 Hz.

The calculation error is greatly reduced.

The responses of the discrete and continuous versions of the lead/lag
function to a 0.25 p.0 step input are shown in Figure 7-5.
seconds, and
the input.

T2

equals 0.02 seconds.

T1 is set to 0.2

The output exhibits a gain of ten over

In this case the discrete version duplicates the response of the

continuous lead/lag transfer function very well.
The responses of the PID terms are shown in Figure 7-6.

A 10 radians

per second sinusoid, which should be a typical frequency for the stabilizer,
was used as the input to the PID term.

A step input was not used since it

will saturate the integrator term in the PID function, which is undesirable.
As can be seen in the graph, the amplitude of the discrete output has a dc
offset from the continuous output. This may be due to the error during the
first few time periods where the derivative term may introduce a sudden
surge.

Compare this to the discrete response calculated using floating point

numbers as in Figure 7-7.

Since the difference between the analog response

and the discrete response calculated using floating point arithmetic is very
small, the error observed in Figure 7-6 must be due to number truncation.
The discrete response of the PID term using integer arithmetic is satisfactory
since the error is relatively small.
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Washout: effective sample rate 100 Hz
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Figure 7-4:

Washout: step input, sample rate is 100 Hz
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Comparison of Continuous and Discrete Lead/Lag Terms
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Figure 7-5:

Lead/lag output: 0.25 p.u. step input, integer arithmetic
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PID: Comparison of Continuous and Discrete (integer) Response
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Figure 7-6:

PID output with a sinusoidal input: integer arithmetic
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PID: Continuous and Discrete (floating point) Response
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Figure 7-7:

PID output: floating point arithmetic

-77The effect of combining terms can be investigated with a simple
stabilizer transfer function consisting of a washout term and a PID term.
Both terms are simulated at a sample rate of 100 Hz.

At a sample rate of

1000 Hz, the washout term is inaccurate while the PID term is not
exceptionally stable with the parameters chosen.

The output of this transfer

function to a 0.25 per unit step input is shown in Figure 7-8. The response
of the control function using integer calculations is close to that of the
response using floating point calculations.
When the discrete responses are calculated using floating point numbers,
the output is almost exactly the same as that from the continuous version.
Thus, the error shown in the preceding graphs can be attributed mostly to
the truncation of the product after the multiplication of two numbers. The
response of each discrete stabilizer term indicates that the discretization
process was successful.

The question remaining is: can these terms be

calculated in a short enough time span to allow the control function to
operate at 1000 Hz?

7.2. System Timing
Table 7-1 lists the various stabilizer functions and their corresponding
execution time.

The execution time of each of the stabilizer terms can be

taken as the time required to calculate the complete second order transfer
function.

This is not quite true, since some of the coefficients of the various

transfer functions are zero.

Therefore, this estimation will be slightly longer

than the actual execution time.
For example, one stabilizer control function may consist of an input
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Washout + PID : step input, 100 Hz execution
0.26

0.24

0.22

AMPLITUDE (per unit)
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Kd - 0.0001
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0.1
Kp - 1.0
TI
2.0
T - 0.01 sec
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0.08
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Legend
+ DISCRETE

0.04

Figure 7-8:

0 CONTINUOUS

Output of washout and PID combination: step input
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Table 7-1:

Execution times of various stabilizer functions

Stabilizer Function

Time (µs)

ADC conversion time per channel (max)

25

16 x 16 bit integer multiply (10 MHz)

14

Standard second order transfer function

112

Second order: input to output

30

Second order: time delay (z-1)

16

Second order: pre-calculations

66

Interrupt response: save registers

54

Interrupt response : restore registers

40

Input limit check, one channel

16

Output limit check, one channel

26

Output to a port (output to DAC)

14

limit check (4 channels), control algorithm calculation (washout + PID +
notch filter), output limit check, and the actual output to the DAC.

As can

be determined from Table 7-1 the total time spent on interrupt overhead
and calculating the typical control function is approximately 500

This

leaves the remainder of the time, about 500 As for the execution of
background tasks.

Appendix F contains the calculation of the execution

time.
The delay introduced by the stabilizer is also important.

This delay is
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measured from the time the input sample arrives until the control value has
been output.

For this example the delay is approximately 250 ps.

This

delay is quite insignificant relative to the next largest time constant in the
control loop.

The static exciter has a time constant in the order of 0.02

seconds, which is considerbly larger than the controller delay.

"
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Chapter 8
SUMMARY
8.1. Summary
This thesis has shown the development of a digital power system
stabilizer.

Before the stabilizer could be designed, the background of power

networks and power system stability were reviewed.

In widely spread power

systems, different modes of oscillation may be present.

These oscillations are

initiated by the changing electric loads on the system. If these oscillations
are negatively damped, system operation will be affected.

A damping torque

is inherent to a synchronous machine, but this torque is small. Further
complicating the problem is the voltage regulator, which is designed to
quickly compensate for any changes in terminal voltage. The voltage
regulator action tends to reduce the damping torque of the generator.
An auxiliary excitation control signal can be used to damp these
oscillations.

The control device used to provide the auxiliary input is

normally called a power system stabilizer.

The effectiveness of the stabilizer

depends on its location in the power system and the type of stabilizing
action it is to provide.

Optimum locations for stabilizers can be determined

by the techniques reviewed in Chapter 3.

The focus of this thesis was to

develop the stabilizer itself, based on specifications put forth by the
Saskatchewan Power Corporation.

-82The standard stabilizing function is usually implemented with lead/lag
terms, but more recently, PID control has been shown to be effective. The
discrete versions of the most commonly used stabilizer terms were calculated.
Preceeding this, a short description of digital control was given.

The

conversion from a continuous transfer function to a discrete version is
relatively straight forward, and was described in Chapter 4.

An analog

transfer function must first be converted into a discrete transfer function in
the z - plane.
conversion.
terms.

There are many different techniques that can be used for the

The bilinear transformation was used for all of the stabilizer

Once the z-transform equation has been obtained, it can be

converted to an equation that can be programmed in a computer. The
direct form of realization was used here.
If the continuous controller function is known, the digital version can
be obtained with a simple discrete conversion. The notch filter term was
calculated using a different approach, which is based entirely on z-plane
calculations.

Subroutines were located which calculated the coefficients of a

second order transfer function for the notch filter.

The magnitude response

was also calculated with these subroutines to prove that the process does
work.
The discrete control terms were put together to form different stabilizer
functions.

The functions were implemented on a single board microcomputer

provided by the Saskatchewan Power Corporation.

The microcomputer,

referred to as the stabilizer, was designed to be used in a two computer
configuration. The other computer is the supervisor, which provides many of
the advanced features of the stabilizer system including online tuning of
stabilizer coefficients and extensive system diagnostics.

-83Software was developed for a supervisor computer to enable it to
communicate with and monitor the stabilizer. The supervisor can also be
used to modify present control algorithms or develop new ones. Control
algorithms can be easily inserted into the stabilizer program by using a
software link procedure. When the selection of control algorithms is
satisfactory, the stabilizer program can be burned into an EPROM.

The

supervisor can then be removed from the system.

8.2. Conclusions
Algorithms and software for a digital power system stabilizer have been
developed and implemented on a microcomputer. It was shown that the
software can execute in the available time period and that the software
correctly implements the stabilizer control functions.
Implementing the discrete transfer functions in 16 bit integer arithmetic
proved to be a problem.

A practical solution was to modify the transfer

function coefficients to compensate for the truncation effect.

This

compensation may not be adequate in some cases, therefore the use of 32 bit
integer numbers should be considered. 32 bit integer multiplication is not
directly available on the 8086, which means that the instruction would have
to be emulated in software or a 32 bit processor could be used.
be very time consuming.

This would

The best solution may be to use a floating point

math coprocessor on the stabilizer card.

However, adopting the coprocessor

depends on the desired cost of the hardware and the amount of circuit board
surface required.

An alternate solution could be to reduce the sample rate

for functions with very long time constants.

This reduction can be

-84performed in this system by averaging a number of input samples to produce
the actual input to the particular stabilizer term.
A thorough study of the C language compiler was done, and methods
were found to modify its output.

The modification was needed to provide

the proper code for the stabilizer card without MS-DOS constructs, and to
allow the installation of interrupt service routines.

Newer C compilers may

provide these features, thereby reducing software development time.
A small operating system was developed to implement the stabilizer
software rather than a commercially available real time operating system.
The available real time operating systems provide many additional features
and thus are too large and cumbersome for this application.

A small

fraction of the stabilizer software is dedicated to system functions, indicating
that a large real time operating system is not needed.

8.3. Recommendations
The following is a list of suggestions for future research with regard to
the digital power system stabilizer described in this thesis.

With a relatively

powerful microcomputer acting as a supervisor in the stabilizer system,
tuning the controller could be turned into a relatively minor task. One
major advantage would be to run software that would use a noise injection
technique [34] to determine the actual transfer function of the system. From
there, controller coefficients could be accurately chosen, reducing the time
required to tune these parameters. Sophisticated software could also be used
which automatically calculates the control coefficients from the input system
data at periodic intervals.

This can be used to optimize the control function

of the stabilizer to reflect present system dynamics.

-85With the availability of a low cost digital stabilizer, the possibility of
installing a stabilizer at a large number of generator locations is a possibility.
There remains the question as to how the stabilizing actions of each
controller could be coordinated to maximize the damping effect on the
system.

Coordination of multiple stabilizers could be investigated with this

system.
Electric power generating plants are known for their harsh electrical
operating environment.

It is not known to what degree this noise will affect

the operation of the stabilizer, so some investigation in this area is required.
Also, if the stabilizer hardware or software is not reliable enough (this level
must be determined), the system could be expanded to include dual or triple
modular redundancy.

With redundancy, the output enable circuit could be

expanded to include voting logic.

This logic will determine the correct

output of a group of stabilizers based on a selected voting scheme. If one of
the stabilizers produces an erroneous result, it can be taken offline, and run
through a series of diagnostics.

Dual or triple redundancy would allow the

stabilizer system to operate with one unit down, giving greater reliability.
There are many features which can be included in the supervisor
software.

One that is mentioned above is the automatic tuning of the

stabilizer at periodic intervals. Data logging could also be included in the
supervisor function.

The data collected would be invaluable for the analysis

of the power system response to various influences and also to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the stabilizer.

The role of the supervisor as a software

development system could be expanded.

This could include a more

automated procedure for combining stabilizer software modules into an
executable program and the testing of this program on the supervisor.

-86Further investigation is required to fully understand the error caused by
the use of integer arithmetic, and to develop possible solutions. Several
solutions have been listed in section 8.2, and an analysis of the effect of each
on the stabilizer performance must be performed.
Lastly, although the digital stabilizer design has been verified, it has yet
to be interfaced to an electrical generator.

Therefore laboratory tests

followed by field trials should be the next steps taken in the development of
a functional power system stabilizer.
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Appendix A
DISCRETE CONTROLLER TERMS
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A.1. Washout Term
The analog transfer function of the washout term can be expressed as:
sT1
D(s)-1+7,18
Substitute
2 z-1
8=i 1{z+1}
into the above equation to get the bilinear transformation:
2T1(1—z-1)
D(z)—
T(1+ z-1)+2T1(1— z-1)
Simplifying and putting it into the form of the second order transfer
function:

D(z)—

a 0 —a l z-1

i+bo-1

where
2T1
a —
° T+2T1
2T1
a —
1 T+2;
T-2T1
b —
1 T+ 2711

A.2. Lead/lag Term
The analog transfer function of the lead/lag term can be expressed as:
1+sTi
D(8) —1+.9T2

-93substitute
2 z-1
{
8=T z-F1}
into the above equation to get the bilinear transformation:
T(i+z-1)+2Ti(1-z-1)
D(z)—

T(1+ z=11)+2T2(1— z-1)

Simplifying and putting it into the form of the second order transfer
function:
act— a 0 -1
D(z)—

1+biz-1

where
T+2T1
ac,—

T+2T2
T-2T1

a —
l T+2T2
T-2T2
b —
1 T+2T2
A.3. PID Term
The analog transfer function of a PID controller can be represented by
K
D(.9)=Kp+-8—+ Kds
For the integrator term, substitute
2 z-1
to get
Ki T 1+ z-- 1
2 11—z 1-}

-94The time derivative of a function f(t) at t=kT can be approximated by
use of the values of f(t) measured at t=kT and t=(k-1)T:
d f (t)
[ dt

1
T[f(kT) — f (k-1)71

Taking the z-transform of both sides of the above equation,
d f(t)
Z[ dt

(1— z-1)
T F(z)

Adding all of the terms produces:
KiT z+1 Kd z _1
D(z)=K_+—
1+
1
P
2 ` 1' • T
Z

ReWorking the above equation into the standard second order form:
a 0-Fa1z-1-Fa 2 z-2
1—z-1
where
K=T Kd
a =K
°

P

2

T

K=T 2Kd
a =—K -F--1
P
2
T
Kd
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Appendix B
STABILIZER SYSTEM MAPS
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SUPER
31E
31D
31C
31B
31A
319
318
317
316
315
314
313
312
311
310
30F
30E
30D
30C
30B
30A
309
308
307
306
305
304
303
302
301
300

DESCRIPTION
8251 CONTROL/STATUS
8251 DATA REGISTER
HOST STATUS REG (HOLD MODE)
PERIPHERAL STATUS REGISTER
INTERRUPT MASK REGISTER
8255 CONTROL
DAC CHANNEL 3
8255 PORT C
DAC CHANNEL 2
8255 PORT B
DAC CHANNEL 1
8255 PORT A
DAC CHANNEL 0
STATUS REGISTER CARD 7
HOLD REGISTER CARD 7
STATUS REGISTER CARD 6
HOLD REGISTER CARD 6
STATUS REGISTER CARD 5
HOLD REGISTER CARD 5
STATUS REGISTER CARD 4
HOLD REGISTER CARD 4
STATUS REGISTER CARD 3
HOLD REGISTER CARD 3
STATUS REGISTER CARD 2
HOLD REGISTER CARD 2
STATUS REGISTER CARD 1
HOLD REGISTER CARD 1
STATUS REGISTER CARD 0
HOLD REGISTER CARD 0

Figure B-1:

STAB
31E
31D
31C
31A
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318
317
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315
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313
312
311
310
31B
31B
31B
31B
31B
31B
31B
31B

Supervisor - stabilizer I/O map
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STABILIZER
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FFFFF
ROM BIOS

CODE
MEMORY

PERIPHERALS
VIDEO MEMORY

F0000

9FFFF
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CODE
MEMORY
8FFFF
STABILIZER
DATA
MEMORY
7FFFF
PC
SYSTEM
RAM

OFFFF
PC
BIOS DATA
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DATA
MEMORY

SYSTEM VECTORS
00000
Figure B-2:

Supervisor - stabilizer memory map
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Appendix C
CREATING STABILIZER SOFTWARE
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C.1. Introduction
This section is designed to describe the background to the advantage of
using the C language for the Power System Stabilizer (PSS) software
development.
First, a comparison of assembly language and high level languages
(particularly C) will be examined, justifying the use of C as the development
software tool.

Also, actual compilers will be discussed, followed by a

recommendation as to which should be used and how it should be used.
Next will be an explanation of how some of the drawbacks of using a
C compiler intended for an IBM PC can be overcome, most notably,
handling interrupts, and executing in a non MS-DOS environment. The
development of the stabilizer card software is focused upon, showing that it
can be substantially written in C.

C.2. Software Languages
In this section, the advantages and disadvantages of using a high level
language instead of assembly language for the PSS software will be discussed
6 .

Various high level languages will NOT be investigated, as C has been

selected for reasons not important here.

6Hogan,T.,"C Versus Assembly - C Plus Assembly", Byte vol.11,no.11, 1986

-100C.2.1. Assembly Language
Assembly language has the advantage that it is the lowest level
language that will run on the processor.

Assembly code can be directly

translated into the machine code of the processor, in this case an INTEL
8086.

This allows the maximum amount of control over what the processor

is to do, providing the most efficient use of the processor's resources (how
efficient depends on the programmer).

This can be summed up by stating

that software written in assembler will be compact and execute quickly.
The disadvantage of using assembler is that it is processor dependent,
that is, software written for an 8086 processor will not run on anything but
an 8086 or compatible processor.
concern for the PSS software.

In this case, portability is not a major

Other disadvantages will be introduced once

C has been described.
C.2.2. C Language
C, being a high level language, allows the programmer to concentrate
on producing code that will achieve his purpose, without worrying about
such details as register and data management.

Also, the code written in C

is more in line with how the programmer thinks, using English type
instructions.

As a high level language, one instruction in C will result in

many assembly instructions.

Along with a structured format, a C program

will definitely be easier to debug.

This results in an increase in efficiency in

terms of software development time and effort.

This is the major

disadvantage of assembler; it is tedious to program and difficult to debug.
One disadvantage of C is that machine code produced by a C compiler

-101would probably be slightly larger in size and execute slower than similar
code written in assembler. This depends on the efficiency of the compiler
(and programmer).
The other disadvantages are related to the fact that the host computer
(IBM PC compatible, 8088 based) will be used as the development system,
producing the executable code which will run on the PSS card.

If a

standard C compiler (one that produces code to run under MS-DOS) is used,
then problems are encountered in the area of the MS-DOS interface. For
the stabilizer software, there should be no MS-DOS interface.

As well, C

would seem to have no method of installing interrupt handlers.
Having a slightly larger code size due to using C should not be a
disadvantage in this case since up to 64K bytes of ROM can be used. This
will be more than sufficient for the stabilizer software. Also, the only area
where speed is critical is in the control loop, where mathematical calculations
must be done as quickly as possible.

If that section of the code performs

too slowly, it can always be rewritten in assembler, possibly increasing the
speed by 10%.

The other problems can be solved fairly easily as will be

shown in the following sections.

C.3. Start-up Routine
For access to particular operating system values, including the DOS
environment table, and to handle command line arguments, a start up
routine written in assembler is linked to the C program.

This start up

routine is executed first and calls the C main() routine when it is complete.
This is one reason why a C program with a couple of lines of simple code

-102can mushroom into an executable file that is 2K bytes or more in size.
This start up routine is needed if the program is intended to be run under
MS-DOS, but is disastrous when the presumed MS-DOS environment is not
present, as in the stabilizer card.

The solution is to remove the start up

routine or more appropriately change it into a short initialization function.
The PSS software will have to initialize its environment, using a set of
boot instructions which are executed by the processor immediately after
power up.

On the PC, this is done by the BIOS ROM and eventually MS-

DOS, and is not a concern for the average user.

In this case, the first few

lines of code running on the PSS will have to set up certain parameters,
namely, the stack segment, stack pointer and data segment registers. This
can be performed with the start-up routine, which will execute immediately
after a processor reset.

C.4. Executable File
An MS-DOS executable file (file.EXE) is normally produced by the
object module linker, which includes a 256 byte header containing relocation
information as well as other data.

This relocation information is probably

intended for programs that are larger than the 64K byte segment size of the
8088.

The critical aspect is that this information is sometimes used to

change code in the executable file when it is loaded.

An explanation on this

procedure is available in the IBM PC DOS Technical Referenc Manual
(1985).
Fixups are generally caused by the startup code only, and can be
eliminated with proper coding of the startup module.

The startup code is

-103provided with Lattice C, so that it can be edited to reflect the special
conditions required.

The resulting .EXE file can be loaded with the aid of

the header information, directly into memory and can be executed by the
stabilizer processor.

The modified start up routine is short, essentially

setting up the data and stack segment registers, as well as the stack pointer
register, and finally calling the C program's main routine as shown in Figure
C-1.

C.5. Interrupts
On the surface, writing an interrupt handler in C should pose no
problem.

That is true, the handler itself can be written in C, but C

terminates every routine with a return from subroutine (RET) instruction,
instead of the required return from interrupt (RTI).

One solution is to call

an assembler routine at the end of the C routine that does nothing else but
terminate with an RTI instruction? .
This introduces another problem; by tricking the C routine to terminate
with a RTI instruction, the data left on the stack may have just turned into
garbage.

This can be taken care of by physically saving the values pushed

onto the stack by the interrupt and restoring them just before the RTI
instruction is executed.
Another minor problem is that it would be convenient if the interrupt
handler was part of the main program (linked to it), to allow easy access to
global variables.

But if this is done, what address can be used in the

7Edginton,B.,"Installing Memory Resident Programs With C", Byte March,1987
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startup.asm -

DATA
DATA

SEGMENT PUBLIC
ORG
0100h
ENDS-

DGROUP

GROUP

STKRSV EQU

code that initializes segment registers
and calls C main() function.
25-Mar-1987 11:07:35
Use this startup for EXE files.

DATA,STACK
OFFFEh

; stack pointer value

STACK
SBASE
STACK

SEGMENT PUBLIC 'DATA'
DB
2
DUP(?) ; give it false stack space
ENDS

PROG

SEGMENT PUBLIC 'PROG'
EXTRN

MAIN:NEAR

ASSUME CS:PROG, DS:DATA
PUBLIC START
• data segment is assumed to
be loaded by FSACTEST at B000
START

PROC

NEAR

MOV
ASSUME
MOV
MOV
MOV

AX,0
DS:DATA
DS,AX
SS,AX
SP,STKRSV

CALL

MAIN

load AX with value
set DS to 0
set SS to 0
set SP to stkrsv value
call main()
note ... interrupts disabled

RET
START
PROG

ENDP
ENDS
END

START

Figure C-1:

Start up source code

-105interrupt vector table to indicate the start of the handler routine?

One

solution is to forget about linking the handler to the main program, instead
keeping it totally separate.

Data transfer could be done between the main

program and the handler through a predefined data area in memory (just
like doing it in assembler).
Fortunately, C function names are treated as external variables in a C
program.

This means that the current address of the start of any C routine

in a program can be found as the contents of a variable that has the same
name as the routine.

This address can be determined in the program and

poked into the correct interrupt vector location. An outline of the entire
procedure is shown in Figure C-2.
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main()
{
install();

handler();

}
install()
{
address
poke
poke

get handler address and install
vector.
This is the actual code of the main
and other routines.
program will loop eternally

/*
/*
/*

*/
this call is never executed as a
subroutine, it only satisfies linkage*/
*/
requirements

/* routine to get address of interrupt */
short(handler);
/* routine and write it*/
/* into the interrupt vector location. */
*/
/* address = vector offset
/* segment = 0 (data segment on card) */

return;
}
handler()
{
push();

this is the interrupt handler which
is executed only when the specific
interrupt occurs.
an assembler routine to save the
FLAGS, CS and IP of the interrupted
program for later use. Also saves
all of the registers in storage.
this is the actual code that does
something useful ... processes the
interrupt

pok);

return;

an assembler routine to restore all
registers, including the
return address of the interrupted
program, and terminates with a RTI
will never reach this point

}
Figure C-2:

Outline of interrupt management

*/
*/
*/
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Appendix D
OUTPUT ENABLE

-108A proposed circuit which can be used to perform the output enable
function is shown in Figure D-1.

K2

STABILIZER
OUTPUT
Figure D-1:

11,

SYSTEM
OUTPUT
Stabilizer output enable circuit

The output enable circuit is designed to ramp down the output of the
stabilizer if it exceeds a set threshold voltage.
one (K1), and closing relay two (K2).

This is done by opening relay

Opening relay one disconnects the

stabilizer output from the system output of the output enable circuit.

-109Closing relay two completes the connection between the system output and
ground.

This causes the voltage at the system output to ramp exponentially

to zero, by discharging the capacitor, C, through resistor R2.
The logic used to open or close the relays consists of two voltage
comparators, one for the upper limit and one for the lower limit. The
output of the comparators is then fed to a series of two NOR gates which
provide the switching logic.
operate the relays.

Additional drive current may be needed to

A truth table for the operation of the circuit is shown

in table D-1.

Table D-1:

Truth table for output enable circuit

A

B

C

D

0

0

1

0

Normal operation

0

1

0

1

Below lower limit

1

0

0

1

Above upper limit

1

1

0

1

Limits set improperly

Note

Normal operation of the circuit would have the output of the stabilizer
passing through the combination of RiC, which could provide the low pass
filtering required to remove high frequency noise from the output of the
stabilizer.

The cutoff frequency of this filter should be high enough not to

significantly affect the control function of the stabilizer, yet low enough to
smooth out the stair case output of the DAC.
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Appendix E
STABILIZER SOFTWARE

-111E.1. Stabilizer Software Description
The following discussion describes the software developed for the
stabilizer card.
serial

There are five major subroutines including init(), command(),

in(), diagnost(), and handler().

The module init() executes first and

initializes the hardware and software of the stabilizer.

Following init() is the

main group of routines which execute in an infinite loop.

Command() will

check for the presence of an external command and carry out the
programmed response for that command.

Serial_in() monitors the serial

receive buffer for incoming characters. Characters received are stored in a
buffer and command() is alerted when a carriage return is received.
Handler() is an interrupt service routine which executes as a result of an
interrupt received from the ADC hardware indicating sampling complete.
The remaining routines provide support for the routines listed above.
The function of each routine and other information can be retrieved from the
software listing itself, which follows.

E.2. Software Listings

-112FILE
: install.asm
ROUTINE : install()
PURPOSE : to install the interrupt vector that
points to handler() at int 80h
DATE
: 26-Mar-1987 14:52:41
prog

SEGMENT PUBLIC 'PROG'
EXTRN
HANDLER:near
ASSUME CS:prog

PUBLIC INSTALL
INSTALL PROC
near
MOV
add

BX, offset HANDLER
bx,06000h
; this is where prog will be loaded

MOV
add

AX,0000h
bx,06

; load segment value
; point to proper instruction (INC)

MOV
MOV
INC
INC
MOV

SI,030h
[SI], BX
SI
SI
[SI], AX

; load index with 30h
; store IP

STI
RET
INSTALL ENDP
prog
ENDS
END

; store CS
; enable processor interrupts

INSTALL

pushpop.asm
19-Mar-1987 14:02:37
updated 15-Apr-1987 12:42:45
; assembly routines to push most of the registers into storage
; before the interrupt and restore them after the interrupt

DGROUP
DATA

GROUP
DATA
SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC 'DATA'
ASSUME DS:DGROUP

S

STRUC
RAX
RBX
RCX

DW
DW
DW

-113RDX

DIV

RCS
RIP
RFL
RRT
RSP
RSQ
S
ENDS
STORAGE S

DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW

<0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0>

DATA

ENDS

prog

SEGMENT PUBLIC 'prog'
ASSUME CS:prog
;

PUSH

; instruction pointer
; flags
; return address for call.

push() - push all the registers and flags onto the stack

PUBLIC PUSH
PROC
NEAR
; get these values off the stack and into storage.
POP
POP
POP
POP

STORAGE.RRT
STORAGE.RIP
STORAGE.RCS
STORAGE.RFL

;
;
;
;

call
save
save
save

return address.
reti IP
reti CS
the flags

get the current contents of these registers and
save them in memory (note: seg regs do not change).

PUSH

MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV

STORAGE.RAX,AX ; save all registers
STORAGE.RBX,BX
STORAGE.RCX,CX
STORAGE.RDX,DX

PUSH

STORAGE.RRT

RET
ENDP

; put call return
; address on stack.
; so can get back.

; POP() - restore stack to proper condition
and restore contents of registers

POP

PUBLIC POP
PROC
NEAR

-114POP

STORAGE.RRT

; get call return address
; off the stack.
; put INTERRUPT values back on stack

PUSH
PUSH
PUSH

STORAGE.RFL
STORAGE.RCS
STORAGE.RIP

restore flags
CS and IP to
stack so they are
ready for IRET

; get old values of registers which
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV

POP
prog

DX,STORAGE.RDX ; were saved before
CX,STORAGE.RCX ; the interrupt
BX,STORAGE.RBX
AX,STORAGE.RAX

IRET
ENDP
ends
END

; return from interrupt

push

startup.asm -

DATA
DATA

SEGMENT PUBLIC
ORG
0100h
ENDS

DGROUP

GROUP

STKRSV EQU

code that initializes segment regs
and calls C main() function.
25-Mar-1987 11:07:35
Use this startup for EXE files.

DATA,STACK
OFFFEh

; stack pointer value

STACK
SBASE
STACK

SEGMENT PUBLIC 'DATA'
DB
2
DUP(?) ; give it false stack space
ENDS

PROG

SEGMENT PUBLIC 'PROG'
EXTRN

MAIN:NEAR

ASSUME

CS:PROG, DS:DATA

PUBLIC

START
; data segment is assumed to

-115; be loaded by FSACTEST at B000
START

PROC

NEAR

MOV
ASSUME
MOV
MOV
MOV

AX,0
DS:DATA
DS,AX
SS,AX
SP,STKRSV

; load AX with value

CALL

MAIN

; call main()
; note ... interrupts disabled

set DS to 0
set SS to 0
set SP to stkrsv value

RET
START
PROG

ENDP
ENDS
END

/*

START

FILE
: clearerr.c
ROUTINE : clear_error()
PURPOSE : to perform a soft reset of the system.
Clear all error flags.
*/
DATE
: 13-May-1987 16:13:06

clear error()
{
extern
extern
extern

char
char
char

status;
algorithm;
soft_err_stat;

extern
extern

char
char

in exceed;
out exceed;

extern
extern

char
char

online;
override;

if (online = 1)
r offline();

/* if online, then go offline

outp (0x318, 0);

/*

disable interrupts

if (algorithm = 0)
status = Ox01;
else
status = 0x41;

/*
/*
/*
/*

leave selected alg # the same*/
*/
clear software error and
fault, offline, with front */
panel in control
*/

override = 0;
soft_err_stat = 0;

*/

*/

-116in exceed = 0;
out exceed = 0;
return;
}

/*

FILE
: comerror.c
ROUTINE : com error()
PURPOSE : to relay error information about invalid
command back to terminal
*/
DATE
: 09-Apr-1987 16:41:14

com error()
{
extern
extern
extern
extern

char
char
char
char

char
int i;

com table[];
com pntr;
*message[];
cr;

*/
/* command buffer
/* current pos in table */

string[20];

cr = 1;
copy_text (com table);

/* serial out add CR's */
/* copy input out again */

*/
for (i=0; i<20; i++)
/* insert all spaces except
{
/* where positn */
if (i = com pntr)
*/
string[i] = 'a';
/* will be
else
~.
string[i] =
}
cr = 0;
copy_text (string);
cr = 1;
copy_text(message[6]);

/* no carriage return

*/

/* "Invalid Entry"

*/

return;
}

/*

FILE
: command.c
ROUTINE : command()
PURPOSE : to get a command if there is any and
select a routine to execute it.
DATE
: 08-Apr-1987 16:23:38

*/

-117command()
{
extern char

command buf stat byte*/
*/
= 0 if no command
status of interpreter*/
= 1 if busy
*/
=0 offline. =1 online*/
=1 verified.. =0 not */

extern char

com stat;

extern char
extern char

online;
ver_ok;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

extern char
extern char

*prompt[];
override;

/* =0 panel. =1 serial */

extern char
extern char
extern char

cr;
status;
com pntr;

extern
extern
extern

algorithm;
*message[];
com table[];

char
char
char

com buf_stat;

int i;
if (com buf stat = 0)
goto exit;

if no a command
get out of here

status = status 1 2;
outp (0x31B,status);

/*
/*

set bit 1:interpreting*/
*/
write to register

get_com();

/*
/*

get # of command now */
in buf..255 if error */

if (override = 0)
/* if panel in control */
{
cr = 1;
*/
if (com stat = 3)
/* priority override
{
status = status 1 0x80;
outp (0x315, status); /* front panel */
outp (0x31B, status); /* status reg */
override = 1; /* serial channel control*/
copy_text (message[29]);/* "Serial channel*/
}
/* in control" */
else
copy_text (message[28]);/* "Front Panel */
/* in control" */
goto end;
/* clean up and leave */
}
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*/
if (com_stat = 1)
/* online / offline
{
if ((status & 0x28) != 0)/* if error, then cannot*/
*/
{
/* go online
cr = 1;
copy_text (message[8]); /* "Cannot go */
*/
}
/* online"

/*

else
{

no error here*/

request verification */
verify();
if command is verified*/
if (ver ok
{
if (online = 1)/* is online now*/
r offline();/* switch off*/
/* is offline now*/
else
r online();/* switch on */
}
}
goto end;
}
if (com_stat = 2)
{
verify();
if (ver ok = 1)
clear error();
goto end;
}

/*

software RESET

/*
/*

request verification */
if command verified */

if (com stat == 4)
/* cancel override
{
cr = 1;
status = status & Ox7F; /* bit 7 = 0
outp (0x315, status);
outp (0x31B, status);

*/

*/

*/

/* panel back in control*/
override = 0;
/* "Front Panel */
copy_text (message[28]);
/* in control" */
goto end;
}
if (com_stat == 21)
{
cr = 0;

/* read algorithm value */

-119copy_text (message[25]);
cr = 1;
copy_num (algorithm);
goto end;

/* "Algorithm: "*/
*/
/* add cr

}
*/

if (com stat = 22)
{
read_parm();
goto end;
}

/* read parameters

if (com stat = 23)
{
read adc();
goto end;
}

/* read a/d input

*/

if (com stat = 24)
{
read dac();
goto end;
}

/* read d/a output

*/

/* send parms to ser port*/

if (com stat = 25)
/* read status
{
cr = 0;
copy_text (message[24]);/* "Status Reg :
cr = 1;
copy_num (status);
goto end;

if (com stat = 26)
{
read lims();
goto end;
}

/* read limits

*/

*/

*/

*/
*/
if (com stat = 41)
/* select alg value
{
*/
if (online = 1)
/* if online, cannot
*/
{
/* change algorithm.
cr = 1;
copy_text (message[4]); /* "Unit must be*/
*/
}
/* offline"
else

-120set_alg();
goto end;
}
if (com stat = 42)
{
set_parms();
goto end;
}
if (com stat = 43)
set lims();

/* get # from ser port */

/* select parm (#,value)*/
/* get parmf and value */
*/
/* from port

/* select limit values */

*/
/* clean up end of com */

/*
end:
com buf_stat = 0;
com pntr = 0;

/* indicate interpreter */
/* done, reinit com buf */

status = status & OxFD;
outp (0x31B,status);

/* set bit 1 to zero
/* no command

cr = 1;
copy_text("

TIN

I

cr = 0;
copy_text(prompt[online]);
for (i=0; i<20; i++)
com table[i] =

*/
*/

insert a blank line */
*/
before prompt
no carriage return */
copy prompt to serial*/
*/
out
blank input string */

*/

return;

/*

FILE
: contro10.c
ROUTINE : con_0()
PURPOSE : simple PID type controller routine.
Channel 0 is used on both ADC and DAC.
DATE
: 23-Apr-1987 11:20:46
*/
/* note: would like to use 16 bit mult into a
32 bit product, but cannot. To use this
routine you must alter the executable
file to change AX to DX after the MUL.
With this approach 32 bit sums are not
performed. This version was not tested*/

-121also : assuming 8 bit DAC output

*/

con 0()
{
extern int

dac0;
/* ramp factor
/* set this properly

*/
*/

extern
extern

unsigned int
ramp;
int
*adc buf;

extern
extern

char
char

in_exceed;
out exceed;

extern
extern
extern
extern

int
int
int
int

up_in_lim[];
/* limit arrays
low in_lim[];
up_out_lim[];
low out lim[];

extern
extern

int
int

/* def:strings.c */
w a0, w al, w bl;
p_a0, p_al, p_a2, p_bl;

*/

static int
static int
static int

w_pre, p_pre; /* static so they stick */
w_eil, w_ui, w_uil;
/* around
*/
p_uil;
p_ui,
p_ell, p_ei2,

int
char
long

adc0;
*byte;
out;

int

to DAC hardware, (8 currently*/
used to get proper # of bits */

/* these assignments should be
/* done elsewhere once.
/* get address of long int

*/
*/
*/

/* INPUT
/* note : if using any other
/* channel but 0, would have to remove
/* ADC channel nibble from sample

*/
*/
*/
*/

adc buf = 0x4000;
byte = &out;

/*
/*

/*
in_exceed = 0;

add) = *adc buf & OxFPF;/* mask out channel nibble

*/

if (adc0 > up_in_lim[0] 1 1 add) < low_in_IWO]) /* lim
/* check chan 0
in_exceed = 1;
/* if out lims
r_offline();
/* ramp offline
copy_text ("Input limit exceeded");
goto exit;

*/
*/
*/
*/

{

/*

CONTROL

*/

-122calculate output
scale properly

*/
*/

w_ui = w a0 * add) + w pre;
w ui=wui << 1;

/*
/*

p_ui = p_a0 * w_ui + p_pre;
p_ui = p_ui << 1;

/* pass through PID term*/
*/
/* scale

/*

OUTPUT

- *
*/

/* copy to DAC variable */
*/
/* so have later
factor
*/
out = dac_0 * ramp + 1;
/* include ramp
/* byte[2] is MR of out*/
if (byte[2] > up_out_lim[0] 1 1 byte[2] < low out_lim[0])
{
out exceed = 1;
/* if outside limits,
/* ramp offline
r_a -fline();
copy_text ("Output limit exceeded");
goto exit;
}
dac_0 = p_ui;

outp (0x310, byte[2]);

w uil
w eil
p_ei2
p_eil
p_uii

/*

=
=
=
=
=

/* write to DAC port

*/

/* time delay .. copy

*/
*/

w ui.f
adc0;
p_eil;
w ui;
p_ui;

*/
/* precalc for next time*/
w pre = w a0 * w_ei1 - w bl * w uil;
p_pre = p_a0 * p_eil + p_al * p_ei2 - p_bl * p_uil;

/*
exit:
outp (0x315, 0);
return;
}

/*

contact in()

FILE
ROUTINE
PURPOSE
DATE

: contacin.c
: contact in()
: checks for any input from port C (panel).
*/
: 02-May-1987 10:13:55
/* switch 1 : online / offline */
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/*
/*
/*
extern
extern
extern
extern

char
char
char
char

online;
algorithm;
override;
status;

2
3
4

restart
select alg #
unused

/* =0 offline, =1 online*/
/* =0 panel, = 1 serial */

if (override = 0 && (status&Ox28) = 0)/*
/*
if ((inp(0x315)&01) = 0)
/*
{
if (online = 1)
/*
r offline();
/*
}
else
/*
online*/
{
/*
if (online = 0)
/*
r online();
}

panel switches*/
in control */
should be offl*/
and is online*/
put offline */
should be

and is offline*/
so put online*/

if (online = 0)
/* if offline,
check*/
{
/* algorithm # */
0)
if ((inp(0x315)&04) =
{
algorithm = 0;
status = status & OxBF; *bit 6=0*/
outp (0x315, status);
outp (0x31B, status);
}
else
{
algorithm = 1;
status = status 1 0x40; *bit 6=1*/
outp (0x315, status);
outp (0x31B, status);
}
}
}
if (override = 0)
/* check always */
{
/* when panel in control*/
*/
if ((inp(0x315)&02) = 1)/* if bit is high
*/
clear error(); /* soft reset

}

-124return;

}
/*

FILE
: copynum.c
ROUTINE : copy_num(int)
PURPOSE : to convert a number to a text string
in hex format and send to to the terminal.
*/
DATE
: 14-Apr-1987 15:35:06
/* does not send leading zeroes */

copy_num(num)
unsigned int
num;
{
unsigned int
char
int

dum;
string[6];
i = 0;

if (num > OxFFF)
/* there exists char # 1*/
{
dum = num >> 12;
/* mov char to lover 4 bits*/
/* if a digit */
if (dum < 10)
dum +'0'; /* convert to chr*/
string[i++]
/* must be A - F*/
else
*/
string[i++] = dum + 55; /* convert
}
else
*/
string[i++] = '0';
/* pad with zeroes
if (num > OxFF)
/* if there is char # 2 */
{
dum = num >> 8;
/* shift to lower 4 bits*/
dum = dum & OxF;
/* clear uppr 4 bits, byte
0*/
if (dum < 10)
/* if a digit */
string[i++] = dum +'0'; /* convert to chr*/
else
/* must be A - F*/
*/
string[i++] = dum + 55; /* convert
}
else
string[i++]

'0';

if (num > OxF)
{
dum = num >> 4;
dum = dum & OxF;
if (dum < 10)
string[i++]
else

/* pad with zeroes

*/

/* if there is a char #3*/

/* got it in lower 4 bits*/
/* if a digit */
dum +'0'; /* convert to ch*/
/* must be A - F*/
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*/

/*

*/

}
else
string[i++]

'0';

pad with zeroes

dum = num & 0xF;
/* clear upper bits
if (dum < 10)
/* if a digit
string[i++] = dum +'W; /* convert to ch*/
else
/* must be A - F
string[i++] = dum + 55; /* convert
string[i]

'\0';

copy text (string);

*/
*/

/*

terminate string

/*

send number to terminal*/

*/

return;
FILE
: copytext.c
ROUTINE : copy_text(string)
PURPOSE : copies incoming string to USART transmit
buffer.
DATE
: 14-Apr-1987 15:12:53
*/
copy_text(string)
char
{

string[];
extern

char

cr;

/* = 0 no add CR ... = 1 add CR */

int i = 0;
while ((string[i] != '\0') && (string[i] != 13))
{
while ((inp(0x31E)&1) = 0);/* wait for usart
outp(0x31C, string[i++]);/* send char out
/* stop after 80 chars
}
if (cr
{

1)

/* cr flag is up

while ((inp(0x31E)&1) = 0);
/* wait for usart*/
*/
outp (0x31C, 13);
/* send out a cr
while ((inp(0x31E)&1) = 0);
outp (0x31C, 10);
}

/* wait for usart*/
/* and line feed*/

-126return;
}

/*

FILE
: diagnost.c
ROUTINE : diagnost()
PURPOSE : to perform a short diagnostics function
every loop through the main()
*/
DATE
: 13-Apr-1987 20:26:13

diagnost()

{
extern
extern
extern

char
char
char

in exceed;
out_exceed;
soft_err_stat;

extern
extern
extern

char
char
char

cr;
*message[];
status;

if (in exceed = 1)
{
cr = 1;
copy_text (message[9]); /*
/*
status = status 1 0x20; /*
}
/*
if (out_exceed =

"Analog input
exceeded limits
set bit 5 = 1
fault

1)

{

}

cr = 1;
copy_text (message[32]);/*
/*
status = status 0x20; /*
/*

if (soft_err_stat == 1)

"Analog output
exceeded limits
set bit 5 = 1
fault

/* software error

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

{
cr = 1;
copy_text (message[33]);/* "Software Error"
status = status 1 0x08; /* set bit 3 = 1
outp (0x31B, status);

*/
*/

}
return;
}

/*

FILE
: getchar.c
ROUTINE : byte = get_char()
PURPOSE : gets the first valid ascii character from
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DATE

the serial input buffer.
: 22-Apr-1987 20:53:24

char get_char()
{
extern char com table[];
extern char com_pntr;
extern char com buf stat;

*/

/* incoming serial buffer*/
/* pointer to command buf*/

com buf_stat = 0;
com_pntr = 0;

/* clear command buf stat*/

while (com buf_stat = 0)

/* loop until something is*/
/* entered with a RETURN*/

serial in();
com pntr = 0;
parse_com();

/* reset for new input */
/* get pntr to 1st char */

return(com table[com pntr]);

/* return character

*/

}

/*

FILE
: getcom.c
ROUTINE : get_com()
PURPOSE : calculates the number of the command in
the command
buffer. Returns 255 if error in command.
DATE
*/
: 09-Apr-1987 13:19:10

getcom()
{
extern char com_table[];
extern char com pntr;
extern char com_stat;
extern
extern

char
char

/* command buffer
/* pntr to com buffer
/* # of the command

*/
*/
*/

/* position in com buf string

*/

*message[];
cr;

char
test[5];
char stat;
char pos;
int i, flag;
com_pntr = 0;
parse_com();

/* reset command buffer pointer */
*/
/* get current position

if (com_pntr == 255)

/*
/*

and set com_pntr
no entries in buffer
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cr = 1;
copy_text (message[2]); /* "No command on line" */
*/
com_stat = 255;
/* indicate error
return;
}

if (com table[com pntr] = 'o') /* ONLINE / OFFLINE
{
com stat = 1;
return;
}
if (com table[com pntr]
{
com stat = 2;
return;
}
if (com table[com pntr]
{
com stat = 3;
return;
}
if (com table[com pntr]
{
com stat = 4;
return;
}
if (com table[com pntr]
{
com pntr++;
parse_com();

==0x12)/* "r = soft RESET

/*

return # for RESET

== 'p')/* priority override

/*
/*

*/
*/

*/

serial chan is now in*/
control..panel ignored*/

= 'c')/* cancel serial channel */
/* priority override

*/

= 'r')/* host READ ... PSS write*/

/*
/*

point to next byte
get next character

*/
*/

*/
if (com table[com_pntr] = 'a') /* ALGORITHM
{
*/
/* r a
com stat = 21;
routine*/
/* calling
return;
}
*/
if (com table[com pntr] = 'p')/* PARAMETERS
{
*/
com stat = 22;
/* r p
routin*/
calling
return;
/*
}
if (com table[compntr] = 'i')/* A/D INPUT
*/
{
*/
com stat = 23;
/* r i
return;
/* calling routi*/
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if (com_table[com_pntr] =
{
com stat = 24;
return;
}
if (com table[com pntr] =
{
com stet = 25;
return;
}
if (com table[com_pntr] =
{
com stat = 26;
return;
}

*/

*/
/* r o
/* calling routi*/

's')/* STATUS reg val*/
*/
/* r s
/* calling rout */
'1')/* LIMITS

*/

/* r 1
*/
/* calling rout */

/*
/*
/*
/*

com error();
com stat = 255;
return;

if (com table[com pntr] =
{
com pntr++;
parse_com();

'o')/* D/A OUTPUT

*/
default
this position*/
indicate err */
to calling rtn*/

's')/* host SELECT ... PSS read*/
/* point to next byte
/* get next character

if (com table[com pntr] =
{
com stat = 41;
return;
}
if (com table[com pntr] =
{
com stet = 42;
return;
}
if (com table[com pntr] =
{
com stat = 43;
return;
}

*/
*/

'a')/* ALGORITHM

*/

/* s a

*/

'p')/* PARAMETERS

*/

/* s p

*/

'1')/* LIMITS

*/

/* s 1
*/
default
at this postn*/
indicate err to*/
calling routine*/

com error();
com stat = 255;
return;
.
}

/*

if no match then err at*/

-130com error();

/* this position in the
buf*/

com stat = 255;

/* indicate error to
caller*/

return;
}

/*

FILE
: gethex.c
ROUTINE : number = get_hex()
PURPOSE : get input from terminal and convert it to
hex integer. Convert number until hit a
non digit
character (good for more than 1 digit #'s.
*/
DATE
: 22-Apr-1987 20:38:06

get_hex()
{
extern char com table[];
extern char com pntr;
extern char com buf_stat;
char
char
int

/* serial input buffer */

byte;
start, j;
number, flag, flagl;

number = 0;
com buf_stat = 0;
com pntr = 0;

/* clear input buf stat */

while (com buf stat = 0)
serial in();

/* wait for carriage ret*/

com pntr = 0;
parse_com();

/* get pointer to first char

start = com pntr;

/* save pointer to start of #

*/

do
flag = flagl = 0;
byte = com table[++com pntr]; /* step through #*/
if (byte >= '0' && byte <='9') /* valid digit */
flag = 1;
if (byte >='a' && byte <='f') /* if valid lettr*/
*/
/* set flag
flagl = 1;
} while (flag = 1 I I flagl = 1);/* til find end*/
/* will stop at\0*/

-131for (j = start; j < com_pntr;
{
if (com table[j] >= '0'
number = number
else
number = number
}
return (number);

j++)

/* construct # */

&& com_table[j] <= '9')
* 16 + (comtable[j] - '0');
/* char must be 'a'-'f' */
* 16 + (com_table[j] - 'W');

}

/*

FILE
: handler.c
ROUTINE : handler()
PURPOSE : linked to psstest, execution begins here
after an interrupt is received. Calls
int_action() (included 13-MAY-1987).
*/
DATE
: 25-Mar-I98? 11:10:44

handler()
{
extern
extern

char
char

algorithm;
status;

push();

/* save regs in temp storage

status = status 1 4;
outp (0x31B, status);

*/

*/
/* set bit 2 = 1
/* in intrpt processing */

outp (0x31F, 0);
if (algorithm = 0)
con 0();
else if (algorithm =
con1();

1)

outp (0x31F, 0);
status = status & OxFB;
outp (0x31B, status);

pop();

/* set bit 2 = 0
*/
/* done (almost) intrpt */
* restore registers

return;

*/

/* will never get here due to IRET*/

}

/*

FILE
ROUTINE
PURPOSE
DATE

: init.c
: init()
: initialize PIA and USART
: 07-Apr-1987 15:47:57

*/

-132init()

/* possibly read status in (pia) to determine
startup mode either serial or contact inputs */

{
extern

char

int
movedata();

/* the contents not valid*/
/* until after movedata()*/

status;

i;
use for vers. that loads into code space*/
*//* COPY DATA from ROM to RAM and set up*/
*/
/* data segment register
*/
/* this initializes program data

outp (0x318, 0);

/*

outp (0x31E, 0x65);
/*
for (i=0; i<500; i++); /*
outp (0x31E, 0x25);
for (i=0; i<500; i++); /*
outp (0x31E, 0x65);
for (i=0; i<500; i++); /*
outp (0x31E, OxCF);
for (i=0; i<500; i++); /*
outp (0x31E, 0x25);
/* SET
outp (0x318, 0);
/*

set status register to zero */
I N I T
wait

*/
*/

wait

*/

wait

*/

wait

*/

MASK */
INTERRUPT
on crd*/
all
interrupts
disable

PORTS
PIA
/* SETUP
outp (0x317,0x81);
/* set PIA ports display stat

*/
*/

I/O
/* CONTACT
outp (0x315, status); /* zero all 4 pins on port C

*/
*/

outp
outp
outp
outp

(0x310,
(0x312,
(0x314,
(0x316,

install();

/*
0);
0);
0);
0);

DAC
/*
/*
/*
/*

OUTPUT
chan 0
chan 1
chan 2,
chan 3

/* set bit 0, init complete
/* write to register

return;
}
FILE

= 0

VECTOR
/* INTERRUPT
/* install interrupt handler's vector

status = 1;
outp (0x318, status);

/*

U S A R T

: initmem.ccc

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

-133ROUTINE : init mem()
PURPOSE : to re-initialize external variables when a
warm
reset is done.
*/
DATE
: 14-Apr-1987 12:10:29
/* FOR PC TESTING ONLY */
/* FOR FSAC, USE
MOVEDATA0*/
*/
/* to copy ROM to RAM
init mem()
{

/*
/*
/*

only contents are defined
var declarations are in
strings.c

extern char
extern char

status;
soft err stat;

extern char
extern char

com buf_stat;
com stat;

extern char
extern char

online;
com pntr;

extern int
extern char
extern char

ramp;
algorithm;
cr;

status = 0;
soft_err_stat = 0;
com buf_stat = 0;
com stet = 0;
online = 0;
com pntr = 0;
ramp = 0;
algorithm = 0;
cr = 0;
return;
}

/*

FILE
ROUTINE
PURPOSE
DATE

:
:
:
:

intact.c
int_action()
calls appropriate control routine.
15-Apr-1987 12:21:57

*/

-134int action()
{
extern char

algorithm;

outp (0x31F, 0);
while ((inp(Ox31a) & 4).> 0);

/* loop until it goes low*/
*/
/* sampling complete

/*

if (algorithm = 0)
{
con 0();
goto exit;
}

now execute algorithm*/

if (algorithm = 1)
con1();

exit:
outp (0x31F, 0);
return;
}

/*

FILE
ROUTINE
PURPOSE
DATE

:
:
:
:

char
char
char
char

cr;
*prompt[];
*message[];
online;

main.c
main()
master controller for PSS software
01-Apr-1987 13:23:08

*/

main()
{
extern
extern
extern
extern

init_mem();
init();

*/
/* used with monitor
*/
hard+soft
/* initialize sys...

cr = 1;

/*SIGN

copy_text
copy_text
copy_text
copy_text

while (1)

ME- SSAGE*/

(" ");
(" ");
(message[7]); /* write out sign on message
(" ");
/* write out blank line

0;
copy_text (prompt[online]);
Cr =

ON

/*
/*

no carriage return
write out prompt

/* loop here always

*/
*/
*/
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contact in();

/*

check for input from panel

*/

command();

/*

check for any commands

*/

serial in();

/*

check for input

*/

diagnost();

/*

check error flags and respond*/

}
handler();

/* will never get here ... need for link*/

}

/*

FILE
ROUTINE
PURPOSE
DATE

:
:
:
:

parsecom.c
pos = parse_com()
returns string position of next letter
*/
09-Apr-1987 16:11:46

parse com()
{
extern char com table[];
extern char com pntr;
char

/* command buffer*/
/* pointer into com bufr */

byte;

while (1)
{

/*
/*
/*
/*

only way out is RETURN*/
continue until hit: */
1.end of com table */
2.valid char (a-z +

"r)*/
byte = coin table[com pntr];
if ((bYte>='a'Mbyte<='z')1 1(bYte>='0'&kbyte<=qP))
*/
return;
/* got a valid char
if (com table[com pntr] = 0x12)/* control r
return;
/* also a valid char
if (com pntr = 19)
{
com pntr = 255;
return;
}
else
com pntr++;

*/
*/

/* past end of com table*/
/* indicate error in loc*/
*/
/* next character
/* if nothing yet, go to*/
*/
/* next byte in table

return;
FILE
: readadc.c
ROUTINE : read_adc()
PURPOSE : send last samples read from the analog

-136-

read_adc()
{
extern
extern
extern

DATE

input to the terminal.
: 23-Apr-1987 10:45:11

int
char
char

*adc buf;
message[];
cr;

*/

/* current ADC buffer

*/

adc buf = 0x4000;

/* address of buffer

*/

cr = 1;
copy_text (message[22]);

/* "Last ADC samples:" */

char
int

string[2];
i;

for (i-=0; i<4; i++)
{
cr = 0;
string[0] = i + '0'•
string[1] = '\0';
copy_text (string);
copy_text
: ");

/* loop through all chans*/

cr = 1;
copy_num(*adc_buf & OxOFFF);/* remov chan nibble*/
adc buf++;
/* and convert to text */
return;
}

/*

FILE
: readdac.c
ROUTINE : read_dac()
PURPOSE : send last samples read from the analog
output to the terminal.
*/
DATE
: 23-Apr-1987 10:45:11

read dac()
{
extern int
extern int
extern int
extern int
extern
extern
cr = 1;

char
char

dac_0;
dac_1;
dac_2;
dac_3;
message[];
cr;

/* current ADC chan 0 */
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/* "Last DAC values:"

*/

cr = 0;
copy_text ("1 :
cr = 1;
copy_num(dac0);

/* convert to text

*/

cr = 0;
copy_text ("2 : ");
cr = 1;
copy_num(dac_1);

/* convert to text

*/

cr = 0;
copy_text ("3 :
cr = 1;
copy_num(dac_2);

/* convert to text

*/

/* convert to text

*/

");

");

cr = 0;
copy_text ("4 : ");
cr = 1;
cop_num(dac_3);
return;
}

/*

FILE
: readlims.c
ROUTINE : read lims()
PURPOSE : converts contents of limit arrays and
sends
information to serial port.
*/
DATE
: 15-Apr-1987 13:14:11

read lims()
{
extern
extern
extern
extern

int
int
int
int

up_out_lim[];
low out lim[];
up_in_lim[];
low in_lim[];

extern char
extern char
char
int

cr;
*message[];

string[2];
i;

cr = 0;
copy_text ("
");
copy_text(message[14]);

/* "Input Limits"

*/
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cr = 1;
copy_text(message[15]);
for (i=0; i<4; i++)
{
cr = 0;
string[0] = i+'0';
string[1] = '\0';
copy_text (string);
copy_text (" : ");

/*

"Output limits"

/*

loop through all chan*/

/*

convert # to char

*/

/*

'\0' as next char

*/

copy_num(low in_lim[i]);
copy_text (" - ");

*/

/* convert to text*/

copy_num(up_in_lim[i]);
copy_text ("
");
copy_num(low_out_lim[i]);
copy_text (" - ");
cr = 1;
copy_num(up_out_lim[i]);
}
return;
}

/*

FILE
ROUTINE
PURPOSE
DATE

read parm()
{
extern int
extern int
extern char
extern char

:
:
:
:

readparm.c
read_parm()
display parm #, parm name and parm value.
*/
24-Apr-1987 10:10:06

kp,ki,kd;
num_parms[];
*parm_desc[];
algorithm;

extern char
extern char

*message[];
cr;

char
int
int

string[2];
i,j;
start,stop;

if (num_parms[algorithm] = 0)
{
cr = 1;

/* parameters for con_0 */
/* # of parms for each alg*/
/* list of parm descrptns*/
/* alg # currently used */

/*

if no params for this*/

/*

algorithm, say so and*/

-139copy_text (message[30]);/* leave
goto exit;

*/

}
start = 0;
/* find start of parm desc*/
for (1=0; i<algorithm; i++)
/* in parm desc[] array */
start = num parms[i] + start;
stop = start + num parms[algorithm];
j = 1;
for (i=start; i<stop; i++)
{

/* last param desc*/

/* counter
*/
/* loop through parms, */
/* display #, descript. */

cr = 0;
string[0] =j+'0';
string[1] = '\0';
copy_text (string);
copy_text (" :

");

copy_text(parm desc[i]);/* copy parm desc to
copy_text (" = ");
if (algorithm == 0)
{
switch (j)
pntr*/
{
val*/
case 1:
copy_num
break;
case 2:
copy_num
break;
case 3:
copy_num
break;
case 4:
copy_num
break;
case 5:
copy_num
break;
case 6:
copy_num
break;

/* if alg 0

*/

*/

/* dependis on
/* send correct
/* Kp
(w a0);

(w al);

(w bl);

(p_a0);

(p_al);

(p_a2);

*/

-140case 7:
copy_num (p_bl);
}
}
cr = 1;
copy_text (" 8);
j++;

/* move to next line

*/

}
exit:
return;

}
/*

FILE
ROUTINE
PURPOSE
DATE

:
:
:
:

roffline.c
r_offline()
switch to offline mode
10-Apr-1987 10:43:50

r_offline()
{
extern unsigned int ramp;
extern int
r time;
extern char
online;

*/

/*
/*
/*

*/
output multiplier
*/
ramp delay count
=1 if online...0..offl*/

/*

a 12 bit value

*/

cr 0;
copy_text(message[12]);

/*
/*
/*
/*

use byte to get to
upper bits of result
no carriage return
Ramping ....

*/
*/
*/
*/

outp (0x318, 0);

/*

disable ADC interrupt*/

while (ramp > 0)
{

/*
/*

dec ramp factor to Oh*/
will give an output of

/*

provides a linear ramp*/

extern
extern
extern
extern

int
int
int
int

dac0;
dac1;
dac_2;
dac_3;

extern char
extern char

*message[];
cr;

extern char

status;

char
int
int

*byte;
i;
out;

byte = kout;

0*/
out = dac 0 * ramp--;
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/* send to DAC 0*/

out = dad 1 * ramp--;
outp (0x312, byte[2]);

/* send to DAC

out = dac_2 * ramp--;
outp (0x314, byte[2]);

/* send to DAC 2*/

out = dac_3 * ramp--;
outp (0x316, byte[2]);

/* send to DAC 3*/

for (i=0; Mr_time+1); i++);

/* wait loop

*/

/* make sure it is 0

*/

1*/

}
dacO =
dac_l =
dac_2 =
dac 3 =

0;
0;
0;
0;

status = status & OxEF;
outp (0x318, status);
outp (0x315, status);

/*

set bit 4 to zero

*/

/*

send to PIA port C

*/

online = 0;
cr = 1;
copy_text(message[11]);

/*

indicate offline now

/* "Unit offline"

return;
}

/*

FILE
ROUTINE
PURPOSE
DATE

r online()
{
extern
extern
extern

:
:
:
:

ronline.c
r_online()
switch to online mode
10-Apr-1987 10:43:50

unsigned int ramp;
int
r_time;
char
online;

/*
/*
/*

extern
extern
extern

char
char
char

in exceed;
*message[];
cr;

/* = 0 not exceeded..
/* . 1=exceed

extern
extern

char
char

status;
adc rate[];

extern

int

up_inlim[];

*/

*/
output multiplier
*/
ramp delay count
=1 if online...0=offl*/
*/
*/

-142extern
extern

int
char

low in lim[];
in exceed;

extern
extern

int
char

*adc buf;
algorithm;

int
int

sample;
i;

/* processed samp contents*/

adc_buf = 0x4000;
in_exceed = 0;

/* assume not exceeded

*/

cr = 0;
copy_text(message[12]);

/* no carriage return
/* Ramping ....

*/
*/

for (i=0; i<4; i++)
/* loop through all chans*/
{
sample = OxOFFF & *adc_buf;/* process sample,
remov*/
*/
/*channel nibble
if (sample > up_inlim[i])/* check upper limit */
*/
in_exceed = 1; /* first, then lower
if (sample < low in_lim[i])
in_exceed = 1;
*/
adc buf++;
/* inc to next sample
}
/* up to error checking */
/* to find cjan exceeded*/
cr = 1;
if (in exceed = 1)
{
cr = 1;
copy_text (message[8]);
copy_text (message[9]);
goto exit;
}

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

analog input exceed lim*/
*/
DO NOT GO ONLINE
carriage return
*/
"Cannot go online" */
"Analog input exceeded*/
*/
. 1=exceed

/* setup
ADC */
*/
outp (0x313, 0x80);
reset
/*
outp (0x311, (adc_rate[algorithm]<<2)); /* sample rate div*/
outp (0x313, 3);
/* go with all channels */

status = status 1 0x10;
outp (0x318, status);
outp (0x315, status);
online = 1;
cr = 1;

STATUS*/
/*INDICATE
*/
/* set bit 4 to 1

/* indicate online now (soon) */
/* done before to clear channel */

-143copy_text(message[10]);

/*

"Unit online" (almost)

outp (0x318, 0x08);

/*
/*
/*

sampling on, control on
enable C-SCAN interrupt
control is running now

/*
/*
/*
/*

RAMP
UP
while (ramp < OxOFFF)
loop until ramp factor is
{
almost 1...
increment by one
ramp++;
for (1=0; i<(r time+1); i++);
/* wait loop
}

*/

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

exit:
return;
}

/*

serial in()
{
extern
extern
extern
extern
char
char

FILE
ROUTINE
PURPOSE
DATE

:
:
:
:

serialin.c
serial_in()
get a character from the serial channel.
*/
30-Apr-1987 21:08:21

char
char
char
char

com buf_stat;
com table[];
com_pntr;
cr;

/* =0 no command
/* command buffer

*/
*/

delete[4];
byte;

if ((inp(0x31E) & 2) > 0)
{
byte = inp (0x31C);
outp (0x31C, byte);

/*
/*
/*
/*

receive buff has a
char ready
get character, if
echo character

*/
*/
*/
*/

if (byte >= 'A' && byte <= 'Z') /* upper case,
then*/
byte = byte + 32;/* convert it to lower */
/* case
*/
if (byte == OxOD)
/* if char is a carriage*/
/* return, set EOCommand*/
{
com_buf_stat = 1;/* to let others know. */
while ((inp(0x31E)&1) == 0);/* wait ready*/
outp (0x31C, 10);/* send out LF */
/* feed, CR is not*/
*/
/* enough

-144if (corn pntr == 18)
/* enough chars have
/* been received,
{
com pntr = 0;
corn buf stat = 1;/* then cut off input
cr = 1;
copy_text (" ");/* terminate the line
}

*/
*/
*/
*/

*/
if (byte = 0x7f)
/* DELETE
{
if (corn pntr != 0)/* only delete to 0 */
{
*/
delete[0] = 08; /* backspace
*/
delete[1] = 0x20;/* space
delete[2] = 08; /* another backsp*/
delete[3] = '\0';/* make sure EOS*/
cr = 0;
copy_text (delete);
corn table[--com pntr] ";
}
/* fixup buffer */
}
else

/* copy char to command */
corn table[com pntr++] = byte; /* buffer*/

}
return;
}

/*

FILE
: setalg.c
ROUTINE : set_alg()
PURPOSE : get algorithm # from serial port and
change if offline
*/
DATE
: 10-Apr-1987 11:13:19

set_alg()
{
extern
extern
extern
extern

char
char
char
char

algorithm;
num alga;
corn table[];
corn pntr;

extern char *message[];
extern char com buf—stat;
extern char online;
extern char cr;
extern char
status;

/* current algorithm # */
/* total # of algs availbl*/
*/
/* serial input buf

/* strings

*/

-145char
int

byte;
i;
/* add carriage return */

cr = 1;

/* if online, send error*/
if (online = 1)
{
copy_text (message[4]); /* UNIT MUST BE OFFLINE */
return;
}
/* unit offln, so get val*/
/* no carriage return */
cr = 0;
*/
/* "Enter value: "
copy_text (message[5]);
com_pntr = 0;
com buf_stat = 0;

/* clear input buf stat */

while(com buf_stat == 0)
serial in();

/* wait for full input */
/* get input from term */

com pntr = 0;
parse_com();

/* get pntr to first char*/

byte = com_table[com_pntr] - '0';I* convert to binary # */
if (byte >= 0 && byte < num algs
if valid choice
{
algorithm = byte;
/* use it

*/
*/

*/
if (byte == 0)
/* alg # 0
{
status = status & OxBF; /* set bit 6 = 0*/
outp (0x315, status);
outp (0x31B, status);
}
else
{
status = status 0x40; /* set bit 6 = 1*/
outp (0x315, status);
outp (0x31B, status);
}
}
else
{
}

/*
/*
1;
/*
cr =
copy_text (message[6]); /*

otherwise
indicate error in
entry... add CR
"Invalid Entry"

*/
*/
*/
*/

-146return;
}

/*

FILE
: setlims.c
ROUTINE : set_lims()
PURPOSE : allow the setting of input and output
analog
limits from the terminal.
*/
DATE
: 22-Apr-1987 20:02:21

set_lims()
{
extern
extern
extern
extern

int
int
int
int

up_out_lim[];
low out lim[];
up:In_iIm[];
low in lim[];

extern char
extern char
int
int
char

cr;
*message[];

i, chan;
in out, val;
byte;

cr = 0;
copy_text (message[17]);
chan = get_hex();
if (chan < 0 1 1 chan > 3)
goto error;

/* "Channel (0,1,2,3)? "*/
/* invalid

*/

copy_text(message[16]); /* "Input or Output (I/O)?
byte = get_char();

*/

in_out = 0;
if (byte = 'i')
in out = 1;

/*
/*
/*

if output ... =0 (default) */
*/
if character is i or I
*/
set flag for input

copy_text (message[20]);/* "Upper or Lower (U/L)?

*/

byte = get_char();
*/
if (in_out == 1)
/* input
{
copy_text (message[19]);/* "Abs lim (0-2048)? " */
val = get_hex();
if (val < 0 1 1 val > 0x1000)
goto error;

/* invalid

-147if (byte
'u')
/* if upper
{
if (val <= low in lim[chan])
goto err2;
up_inlim[chan] = val; /* set limit
1
else
{
if (val >= up_in_lim[chan])
goto err2;
low in lim[chan] = val;
}
}
else
{

*/

*/

/* output limits*/
copy_text (message[18]);/*"Abs lim (0-127)?"*/
val = get_hex();
if (val < 0 I I val > Ox1000)
/* invalid
goto error;
if (byte == 'u')
/* if upper
{
if (val <= low_in_lim[chan])
goto err2;
up_out_lim[chan] = val; /* set limit

*/
*/

*/

e

lse

{
if (val >= up_in_lim[chan])
goto err2;
val;
low out_lim[chan]
}
}
cr = 1;
copy_text (message[21]);
goto exit;

/* set carriage return */
/* " Limit Set"
*/

error:
cr = 1;
copy_text (message[6]);
goto exit;

/* "Invalid Entry"

*/

err2:
cr = 1;
copy_text (message[31]);
exit:

/* "Range error, abort" */

-148return;
}

/*

FILE
: setparms.c
ROUTINE : set_parms()
PURPOSE : to allow the setting of algorithm
parameters
from the terminal.
DATE
: 24-Apr-1987 12:45:48

set_parms()
{
extern int
extern int
extern char
extern char
extern char
int
int

kd,ki,kp;
num parms[];
algorithm;
*message[];
cr;

*/

*/
/* parms for alg# 0
/* # of parms for each alg*/

num;
val;

cr = 0;
copy_text (message[26]);

/* "Parameter # ? "

*/

num = get_hex();
*/
/* get # of parameter
if (num < 1 I I num > numparms[algorithm]) /* if not val#*/
*/
goto error;
/* send error message
copy_text (message[5]);

/*

"Enter value :

val = get_hex();

/*

read val into hex form*/

if (algorithm = 0)
{
switch(num)
{
case 1:
w a0 =
break;
case 2:
w al =
break;
case 3:
w_bl =
break;
case 4:
p_a0 =
break;
case 5:

/*

if alg # 0

val;

val;

val;

val;

*/

*/
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break;
case 6:
p_a2 = val;
break;
case 7:
p_bl = val;
break;
}
}
cr = 1;
copy_text (message[27]);
goto exit;
error:

cr = 1;
copy_text (message[6]);

/* "Parameter set"

*/

/* "Invalid Entry"

*/

exit:
return;
}

/*

FILE
: strings.c
PURPOSE : external data definitions which are
included in main.c just before main().
DATE
: 15-Apr-1987 13:30:38
*/

char *message[34] = {
"Power System Stabilizer",
"Error - Ram test failed",
"No command on line",
"Are you sure (Y/N)? ",
"Unit must be offline",
"Enter value : ",
"Invalid entry",
" PSS Contoller V1.0",
"Cannot go online",
"Analog input limit exceeded",
"Unit online",
"Unit offline",
"Ramping ... ",
"Interrupt error",
"Input Limits",
"Output Limits",
"Input or Output (I/O)?
"Channel (0,1,2,3)?
n9
"Output Limit (0-100h)? ",
"Input Limit (0-1000h)? ",
"Upper or Lower (U/L)?
",
"Limit Set",

-150"Last ADC samples:",
"Last DAC values:",
"Status Reg: ",
"Algorithm: ",
"Parameter # : ",
"Parameter set",
"Front Panel in Control",
"Serial Channel in control",
"No parameters",
"Range error, abort.",
"Analog output exceeded limits.",
"Software Error"
1;
char
char

status;
soft_err_stat;

int
int
int
int

dac_0;
dac_1;
dac_2;
dac 3;

int

*adc buf;

char
char

com buf_stat;
com stat;

char
char

online;
com table[20];

char
char

command buffer status
command status... =0 none

*/
*/

/*
/*

online flag = 1 if online
serial input buffer

*/
*/

com pntr;
ver ok;

/*
/*

pointer to command buffer
verify ok flag

*/
*/

int
int

ramp = 0;
r time;

/*
/*

= 0 offline... != 0 online
ramp time delay factor

*/
*/

char
char
char

algorithm;
num algs = 2;
*prompt[2] = {

char

cr;

int
int
int
int

up_out_lim[4]
low out lim[4]
upin_lIm[4]
low in lim[4]

char
char

in exceed;
out_exceed;

/* algorithm number.. 0, 1 etc
/* number of algorithms
"OFFLINE> ",
/* command line prompt
"ONLINE> " };
/* carriage return flag

*/
*/
*/
*/

= {25000,25000,25000,25000};
= {0,0,0,0};
= {30000,30000,30000,30000};
= {0,0,0,0};
/* analog input exceeded limit */
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int
char

char

adc_rate[4] = f0xA,0x91;/* adc sample rate divisor, one */
/* for each control algorithm
*/
num parms[4] = {7,0,0,0};/* one for each control algorithm*/
*parm desc[7] . {
"w_a0", "w_al", "w_bl",
"p_a0", "p_al", "p_a2", "p_bl" };
override = 0;

/* = 0 front panel....=1 serial */

/*

int
int
int

w a0 = 32763;
w al = -32763;
wbl = -32760;

int
int
int
int

p_a0
p_al
p_a2
p_bl

/*
/*

=
=
=
=

9830;
-18021;
8191;
-32767;

/* -C 0 N T R 0 L
/* algorithm 0
/*washout

*/
variables */
*/
*/

/* P I D

*/

*/
FILE
: verify.c
ROUTINE : verify()
PURPOSE : request verification for a command and
from reponse, sets ver_ok flag.
*/
DATE
: 10-Apr-1987 10:17:01

verify()
{
extern char ver_ok;
/* =1 if verified, =0 otherwise */
extern char com_table[];/* incoming serial buffer
*/
extern char com pntr; /* pointer to command buffer
*/
extern char *message[]; /* string constants
extern char com buf_stat;
extern char cr;

*/

cr = 0;
copy_text (message[3]);

/*
/*

do not add CR's
"Are you sure (Y/N)? "

*/
*/

com_buf_stat = 0;

/*

clear command buffer status */

while (com buf stat == 0)
serial in();
com pntr = 0;
parse_com();

/* wait until response */
/* is received */
reset for new input */
get pntr to first chr*/

-152if (com_table[com pntr] == 'y') /* command is verified */
ver_ok = 1;
*/
/* set flag
else
ver_ok = 0;
/* not verified, clr flag*/

}

return;
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Appendix F
STABILIZER SIMULATION
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F.1. Stabilizer Output
The data used for the graphs in chapter 7 was obtained from an IBM
PC simulation of the controller algorithm.

The simulated results do not

take into account the operation of the ADC and DAC sections of the
stabilizer, which will be minimal.

The fallowing two programs were used to

calculate the data for the responses of various stabilizer terms.
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/*

FILE
: omnifilt.c
ROUTINE : main()
DATE
: 07-Jun-1987 22:09:16

int main()
{
int a0, al, a2, bl, b2;
/* integer coefficients
int ei, eil, ei2, uil, ui2;
/* inputs and outputs
long int pre, ui;
int in;
int i, j;
unsigned int Lscale, *addr_ui;
char byte;
float
float
float
float
float
float

*/
*/

ra0, ral, r_a2, r_bl, r_b2; /* float coefficients */
r_uil, r_ui2, r_eil, r_ei2, r_pre;
r_ui;
*/
tl, t2, t, tt;
/* time constants
r_ei, fract;
kd, ki, kp;
/* address of 32 bit output */

addr_ui =
addr ui++;
t = 0.001;
r_ei = 0.25;
f_scale = 32767;

/* sample period = 1000 Hz */
/* float input */
for conversion */
scale
factor
/*

pre = ui = 0;
uil = eil = 0;
printf("\nSimulation: 1. Washout 2. Lead/lag
printf("\n
Enter selection: ");
byte = getch();
putch(byte);
in = byte - 48;
r a0

r al

r a2 = r bl

r b2

3. PID ")

0; /* zero all coeffs */

if (in = 1)
{
tl = 2.0;
✓ a0 = 2 * tl / (t + 2 * tl);
✓ al = -2 * tl / (t + 2 * tl);
✓ bl = (t - 2 * tl) / (t + 2 * tl);
printf("\n\nWashout term:\n");

/* washout

*/

-156else if (in =
{
tl = 0.2;
t2 = 0.02;
✓ a0 = (t + 2
✓ al = (t - 2
r—bl = (t - 2

2)

/* lead/lag

*/

* tl) / (t + 2 * t2);
* tl) / (t + 2 t2);
* t2) / (t + 2 t2);

✓ a0 = r_a0 / 16.0;
/* scale down */
✓ al = r al / 16.0;
printf("\n\nLead/Lag term: 'a' coeffs scaled by 1/16\n");
}
else
{
kd = 0.0005;
ki = 0.1;
kp = 0.1;
r_a0
✓ al
✓ a2
r_bl

=
=
=
=

kp + ki * t / 2 + kd / t;
-kp + ki * t / 2 - 2 * kd / t;
kd / t;
-1;

r_a0 = r a0 / 2.0;
✓ al = r al / 2.0;
r_a2 = r a2 / 2.0;

/* scale down

*/

printf("\n\nPID term: 'a' coeffs scales by 1/2\n");
}

a0
al
a2
bl
b2

=
=
=
=
=

r_a0 * f_scale +
r al * f_scale +
r_a2 * f_scale +
* f_scale +
r_b2 * f_scale +

0.5;
0.5;
0.5;
0.5;
0.5;

/*

convert to integer */

ei = r ei * f scale + 0.5;
printf("\nTransfer function REAL coefficients:\n");
printf("\n r_a0 = %f
r al = %f
r_a2 = %f",
r_a0, r_al, r_a2);
printf("\n r_bl =
r b2 = %f\n", r_bl, r_b2);
printf("\nTransfer function INTEGER coefficients:\n");
printf("\n a0 = %d
al = %d
a2 = %d", a0, al, a2);
printf("\n bl = %d
b2 = %d\n\n", bl, b2);
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goto lead;
/*
/*washout

*/
*/

/* 15 seconds worth

*/

printf("\n real (1) or int (2)? ");
byte = getch();
putch(byte);
if ((byte - 48) = 1)
goto real;
j = 99;
for (i = 1; i < 5000; i++)
{
ui = (long) a0 * ei + pre;
ui2 = uil;
ui = ui << 1;
uil = (*addr_ui);
ei2 = eil;
eil = ei;

/* copy data values back one */
*/
/* shift left one
/* get MSW of ui = 16 bit output*/

/*

ei is constant */

pre = (long) al * eil + (long) a2 * ei2 - (long) bl * uil
- (long) b2 * ui2;
if (++j =
{

100)

/* every 0.1 seconds */

tt = * t;
fract = uil * 1.0 / f_scale;
printf("\n%fAf", tt, fract);
fract = 0.25 * exp(-tt / tl);
printf("
CONT: %f", fract);
j = 0;
}
}
printf("\n");
goto exit;
real:
r_pre = 0;
printf("\nUsing real arithmetic:\n");
j = 99;
for (i = 1; i < 15000; i++)
/* 15 seconds worth
{
✓ ui = r a0 * r ei + rpre;
✓ ui2 = r uil;
r_uil = r ,
✓ ei2 = r eil;

/* copy data values back one */
/* get MSW of ui = 16 bit output*/
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/* ei is constant */

r_pre = r al * r eil + r a2 * r ei2 - r bl * r uil
r b2—* r uii;
if (++j == 100)
/* every 0.1 seconds */
{
tt =i * t;
fract = r_uil;
printf("\n%f,%f", tt, fract);
fract = 0.25 * exp(-tt / tl);
printf("
Cont: %f", fract);
j = 0;
}
}
printf("\n");
goto exit;
*/

/*

/* lead/ lag
*/
/* don't need real since integer is good. */
lead:
if (in != 2)
goto pid;
for (i = 1; i < 100; i++)
{
ui = (long) a0 * ei + pre;
ui2 = uil;
ui = ui << 1;
uil = (*addrui);
ei2 = eil;
eil = ei;

/* 0.10 seconds worth

*/

/* copy data values back one */

/*

get MSW of ui = 16 bit output*/

/*

ei is constant */

pre = (long) al * eil + (long) a2 * ei2 - (long) bl * uil
- (long) b2 * ui2;
tt =t * i;
fract = uil * 1.0 / f
printf("\n%f,%f", tt,
fract = 1.0 - exp(-tt
fract = fract * 0.25;
printf("
Cont: %f",
}
printf("\n");
goto exit;

scale;
fract * 16.0);
/ t2) + (tl / t2) * exp(-tt / t2);
/* was a unit step input*/
fract);

*/
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pid:
printf("\n real (1) or int (2)?
byte = getch();
putch(byte);
if ((byte - 48) = 1)
goto pidreal;
j = 19;
for (i = 1; i < 1500; i++)
/* 15 seconds worth */
{
ei = sin(10 * i * t) * f scale;
input sin wave: 10 rads/sec */
ui = (long) a0 * ei + pre; /* 1.59 Hz */

/*

ui2 = uil;
ui = ui << 1;
uil = (*addr_ui);
ei2 = eil;
eil = ei;

/* copy data values back one */
/* get MSW of ui = 16 bit output*/
/* ei is constant */

pre = (long) al * eil + (long) a2 * ei2 (long) bl * uil - (long) b2 * ui2;
if (++j == 20)
/* every 0.02 seconds, print */
{
tt = t * i;
fract = uil * 1.0 / f_scale;
printf("\n%f,%f", tt, fract * 2.0);
fract = kp * sin(10.0 * tt) + (kd * 10.0 - ki / 10.0)
* cos(10.0 * tt) + ki / 10.0;
printf("
Cont: %f", fract);
j = 0;
}
}
printf("\n");
goto exit;
pidreal:
j = 19;
r_pre = 0;
printf("\nUsing real arithmetic:\n");
for (i = 1; i < 1500; i++)
/* 15 seconds worth */
{
r ei = sin(10 * i * t); /* input sin wave: 10 rads/sec */

-160✓ ui = r a0 * r ei
✓_ui2 =
• uil =
✓_ei2 =
✓_eil =

r
r_uil;
r_ui-,
r_eil;
r
r_ei;

rpre;

/*

/* copy data values back one */
get MSW of ui = 16 bit output*/

/*

ei is constant */

r_pre = r al * r eil + r a2 * r_ei2 - r bl * r uil
rb2 * r u12;
if (++j == 20)
/* every 0.02 seconds, print */
{
tt = t * i;
fract = r uil;
printf("\n%- fM", tt, fract * 2.0);
fract = kp * sin(10.0 * tt) + (kd * 10.0 - ki / 10.0)
* cos(10.0 * tt) + ki / 10.0;
printf("
Cont: %f", fract);
j = 0;
}
}
printf("\n");
exit:
}

/*

FILE
: filtd01.c
ROUTINE : main()
DATE
: 21-Jun-1987 22:09:16

int main()
{
/*

*/
INTEGER variables
/* declarations for WASHOUT term */
int wa0, w_al, wbl;
/* coefficients */
int w ei, w eil, w_ei2, w_uil, w_ui2;
long int w pre, w ui;
/* 32 bit products */

/*
int a0, al, a2, bl, b2;
int ei, eil, ei2, uil, ui2;
long int pre, ui;

*/
declarations for PID term
/* integer coefficients */
/* inputs and outputs */

unsigned int *addr_ui, *wddr_ui; /* used to get MSW of 32 */
*/
/* bit var
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/*

REAL variables
/* WASHOUT term

*/
*/

float rw a0, rw al, rw bl;
float rw ui, rw uil, rw ui2, rw_pre;
float rw ei, rw eil, rw ei2;
/* PID term

*/

float ra0, r_al, r_a2, r_bl, r_b2;
float r_uil, r_ui2, r_pre, r_ui;
float r_ei, r_eil, r ei2;

/*

GENERAL variables */

unsigned int f_scale;
int i, j, debug;
char byte;
float tl, t2, t, tt;
float kd, ki, kp;
float fract;
addr_ui = &ui;
addr_ui++;
wddr_ui = &w ui;
wddr ui++;

/* full scale */

/* time constants */
/* PID coefficients */

/* address of 32 bit output */
/* address of MSW of ui */
/* same for washout output */

rw a0 . rw al = rw bl = 0;
rw_pre = r_pre = ui = w pre = pre = w ui = 0;
w uil = well = uil = eil = 0;
r_a0
. = r_al = r_a2 = r_bl = r_b2 = 0; /* zero all coeffs
✓_ell = r_ei2 = 0;
t = 0.01;
rw ei = 0.25;
f_scale = 32767;

/* sample period => 1000 Hz
/* float input
/* scale factor for conversion

/* set coefficients
tl = 2.0;
/* washout term time constant
rw a0 = 2 * tl / (t + 2 * tl);
rw al = -2 * tl / (t + 2 * tl);
rwibl = (t - 2 * tl) / (t + 2 * tl);
kd = 0.0001;
ki = 0.1;
kp = 1.0;
✓ a0 = kp + (ki * t / 2) + (kd / t);
r_al = -kp + (ki * t / 2) - (2 * kd / t);
r_a2 = kd / t;

/* PID term */

-162r_bl = -1;
printf("\n\n
a0 =
al =
a2 =
bl =
b2 =
w a0
w_al
w bl
w ei

PID term: int 'a' coeffs scales by 1/2\n");

r a0 * f_scale / 2.0 + 0.5;
r_al * f_scale / 2.0 + 0.5;
r_a2 * f_scale / 2.0 + 0.5;
r_bl * f_scale + 0.5;
r_b2 * f_scale + 0.5;
= rw_a0 * f_scale + 0.5;
= rw_al * f_scale + 0.5;
= rw bl * f_scale + 0.5;
= rwei * f_scale + 0.5;

/*
/*

convert to integer
*/
scale numerator coeffs*/

/*

*/

printf("\nTransfer function REAL coefficients:\n");
printf("\n r_a0 = %f
r_al = %f
r_a2 = %f",
r_a0, r_al, r_a2);
printf("\n r_bl = %f
r_b2 = %f", r_bl, r_b2);
printf("\n rw_a0 = %f
rw al = %f
rw bl = %f\n",
rw a0, rw al, rw bl);
printf("\nTransfer function INTEGER coefficients:\n");
printf("\n a0 = %d
al = %d
a2 = %d",a0,al, a2);
printf("\n bl = %d
b2 = %d", bl, b2);
printf("\nw a0 = %d
w_al = %d
w bl = %d\n\n",
w_a0, w_al, w_b1);

/*

*/

/*

input to washout -> PID -> out */

j = 9;
for (i = 1; i < 500; i++)
{
w ui = (long) w a0 * w ei + w pre;
w
w
w
w
w

ui2 = w uil;
ui=wu-i «1;
ull = (*wddr_ui);
ei2 = w eil;
ell = w ei.

/* print counter */
/* 5 seconds worth */

/* copy data values back one */

/*

get MSW of ui = 16 bit output*/
/* ei is constant input */

w_pre = (long) w_al * w eil - (long) w bl * w uil;
/* precalc */
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ei = w uil;

/* calculate output */

ui = (long) a0 * ei + pre;
ui2 = uil;
ui = ui << 1;
uil = (*addr_ui);
ei2 = eil;
eil = ei;

/* copy data values back one */
/* get MSW of ui = 16 bit output*/

pre = (long) al * eil + (long) a2 * ei2 - (long) bl * uil
(long) b2 * ui2;
if (++j =
{

10)

/* every 0.1 seconds print results */

tt = t * i;
fract = uil * 1.0 / f_scale * 2;
printf("\n%2.4f %2.5f", tt, fract);
j = 0;
}

/* scale up again */

}
*/

/*
/* REAL
printf("\n");

input to washout -> PID -> out */

j = 9;
for (i = 1; i < 500; i++)
{
rw ui = rw a0 * rw ei + rw pre;
rw_ui2
rw uil
.
rw_ei2
rw eil

=
=
=
=

rw
rw
rw
rw

uil;
ui;
eil;
ei;

/* 5 seconds worth */

/* copy data values back one */

/* ei is constant */

rw pre = rw al * rw eil - rw bl * rw uil;
/* output of washout is input to PID */
✓ ei = rw ui;
✓ ui = r a0 * r ei + r_pre;
✓ ui2 =
r_uil =
✓ ei2 =
r_eil =

r_uil;
r_ui;
r_eil;
r_el;

/* copy data values back one */

r_pre = r_al * reil + r_a2 * r_ei2 - rbl * r_uil -

-164r b2 * r ui2;
if (++j = 10)
/* every 0.1 seconds */
{
tt = t * i;
printf("\n%2.4f %3.5f", tt, r ui)
j = 0;
}
}
}
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F.2. Execution Time
Table F-1 lists the stabilizer segments for the example stabilizer given
in Chapter 7 (washout + PID + notch), and their corresponding execution
times.

Table F-1:

Complete execution time of example stabilizer

Stabilizer Function

Time (/s)

Total

Interrupt response : save registers

1 x 54 =

54

4 Input limit checks

4x

16 =

64

3 second order transfer functions

3 x 112 =

336

Output limit check, one channel

1 x 26 =

26

Output to a port (output to DAC)

1 x

14 =

14

Interrupt response : restore registers 1 x 40 =

40

534

The processor's registers are saved by the subroutine push(), while the
reverse operation is done by pop().
performed in a control subroutine.

The remainder of the operations are
These timings were done on the

stabilizer with the 8086 processor running at 10 MHz.

Note that the time

required by the ADC to obtain one scan of input samples is not included in
the above total.

The ADC runs independently of the processor and issues

an interrupt request when all of the channels have been sampled and stored
in memory.

Therefore, the processor does not have to supervise the data

acquisition component of the control loop.
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Table F-2 gives the calculations used to determine the stabilizer delay
as mentioned in Chapter 7.

Table F-2:

Processing delay of stabilizer: input to output

Time (As)

Total

Interrupt response : save registers

1 x 54 =

54

4 Input limit checks

4 x

16 =

64

3 second order: input to output

3x

30 =

90

Output limit check, one channel

1 x

26 =

26

Output to a port (output to DAC)

1 x

14 =

14

Stabilizer Function

248

